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Abstract

The paper analyzes the competitive e¤ects of vertical contracts in a
situation where competition exists both upstream and downstream, and
both sides have balanced and di¤erentiated bargaining power. It devel-
ops the framework of sequential bilateral negotiations between two rival
manufacturers and two competing retailers with only one manufacturer
negotiating with both retailers and conversely only one retailer negoti-
ating with both manufacturers. It �nds that when the supply contracts
consist of three-part tari¤s (i.e., upfront payments and quantity discounts)
and can be renegotiated (from scratch) at any time before retail compe-
tition takes place, �rms fail to maximize their total pro�ts. The paper
also shows that, while the manufacturer dealing with both retailers may
use upfront fees as a tool to dampen intrabrand competition, the other
dealing with one retailer only may use it as a means to compensate for the
negative impact of the sales of its product on the total pro�ts from selling
its rival�s one. The results contrast with those obtained when competi-
tion exists at one level only: in a similar contracting environment �rms
could sustain monopoly prices and, if only a single, common retailer were
available, neither manufacturer would need to pay upfront.

Keywords: bilateral oligopoly, bargaining, upfront payments
JEL classi�cation codes: L13, L14, L42

1 Introduction

The retailing sector, which until recently has been viewed as fully competitive,
nowadays is strikingly concentrated. A notable example is the grocery sector.
As reported in Dobson (2005), �while in 1960 the UK grocery supermarkets ac-
counted 20% of total sales, in 2002 their share increased to 89% with the top 5 �
stores controlling 67% of all sales.�There is a broad consensus that, accompa-
nying this trend towards higher concentration, retailers are gaining more market
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was previously circulated under the title �Vertical Coordination in Bilateral Oligopoly through
Renegotiation and Upfront Fee�.
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power over manufacturers who face less alternatives for distributing their prod-
ucts. Speci�cally, there is a large amount of evidence showing that not only
retailers no longer passively accept the o¤ers made by manufacturers but in
fact are capable to negotiate more favorable contractual arrangements which
include a variety of discounts as well as a number of add-on fees not related to
the volume of their purchases.1 In particular, the upfront fees have attracted
much of attention and triggered heated debates both in the US and Europe.
Such payments (usually per unit of time) include slotting fees to get access to
(often limited) retailers� shelf space, fees for having new products introduced
in a single store, or fees for staying in retailers�lists of potential suppliers. Al-
though common in supermarket industry, they are also prevalent in other retail
sectors, such as drug stores, bookstores, record stores, software stores and elec-
tronic commerce on the Internet. These payments can hardly be disregarded
since in aggregate they can amount to millions of dollars annually. According
to the FTC (2003) report on retail grocery industry, �a national rollout to 85%
of the stores, where 85% of these stores receive a slotting allowance, would cost
$1.55 million for bread, $2.20 million for hot dogs, $1.98 million for ice cream,
$0.80 million for pasta, and $1.17 million for salad dressing.�
The economic literature on slotting allowances and more generally on verti-

cal contracting has mostly concentrated on situations where competition exists
either upstream or downstream.2 Although there are exceptions where a single
manufacturer faces no close competitors or a single retailer acts as a �gatekeeper�
in a market for �nal consumers, it seems more reasonable to assume that every
single retailer carries the products of many rival manufacturers and every single
manufacturer in turn distributes its product through many (possibly competing)
retailers. Furthermore, given that the business of a single manufacturer and a
single retailer typically represents only a proportion of the business for each of
the parties involved in relationship, it is reasonable to assume that the market
power is distributed somewhat equally between them rather than concentrated
on one side. This is particularly relevant for the case when manufacturers of
some must-stock brands or multinational companies seek to distribute their
products through large supermarket chains. Since both parties have strong
market positions, they are more likely to negotiate their contracts rather than
accept that one of them makes take-it-or-leave-it o¤ers. For example, in refer-
ring to the Safeway�s comments on the relationship with its main suppliers, the
UK Competition Commission (2000) states:

"Safeway said that it negotiated with suppliers in a variety of
ways. At the simplest level a basic cost price was agreed. Many
suppliers would then initiate or participate in volume-related dis-
counts, which had the e¤ect of sharing the risk. In addition, many

1Although it is common in the literature to relate upfront fees to retailers�increasing mar-
ket power, there is a contrary view that they result from a dramatic change in manufacturers�
pattern of advertising with the emphasis being now placed on trade promotions. The com-
mentators also note that, by paying retailers upfront, manufacturers are, in e¤ect, using them
to test-market new products instead of paying for test market research. For more on these
issues, see Klein and Wright (2007).

2A notable exception is Sha¤er (1991) who studies the setting of perfectly competitive
manufacturers making o¤ers to two di¤erentiated retailers. Restricting attention to two-part
tari¤s but allowing for negative �xed fees, Sha¤er shows that there exists an equilibrium in
which manufacturers o¤er wholesale prices above marginal cost and pay slotting allowances.
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suppliers wanted to run or participate in promotions, and sought
contributions from retailers. In other cases, Safeway might o¤er to
give greater prominence to some products, asking in return from sup-
pliers a contribution which re�ected the bene�t they would receive
from the additional sales."

The present paper analyzes the competitive e¤ects of upfront fees in a richer
environment where competition exists both upstream and downstream, and both
manufacturers and retailers have balanced and di¤erentiated bargaining power.
It develops the framework of bilateral negotiations taking place sequentially
between two rival manufacturers and two competing retailers. It is assumed
that only one manufacturer can distribute its product through both retailers,
and conversely only one retailer can carry the products of both manufacturers.3

This can occur because, say, negotiations between one manufacturer and one
retailer have previously ended in a breakdown4 (and the parties can no longer
renegotiate), or one retailer have decided to delist one manufacturer�s product
and instead launch its own-label imitation of it, or the entry of one retailer
has been initiated by the other manufacturer provided that it will not carry
the product of its rival.5 In this framework, negotiations start o¤ between the
retailer representing both manufacturers and the manufacturer supplying only
this retailer. After that negotiations take place between the common retailer
and the manufacturer supplying both retailers, who then negotiates with the
retailer representing only this manufacturer. Building on Stole and Zwiebel
(1996), it is assumed that any time a manufacturer-retailer pair fails to reach an
agreement, it cannot renegotiate at another time while all the contracts signed
earlier are renegotiated from scratch, preserving the same order of negotiations.
This approach captures the idea that �rms are free to renegotiate their contracts
at any time before retail competition takes place.6 In practice, contracts are
likely to be renegotiated in case of a material change of circumstances. Letting
�rms rewrite their contracts according to changed market conditions is a way

3Relaxing this assumption, i.e., allowing each manufacturer to supply both retailers is the
subject of future research.

4A con�ict between MTS (one of the big 3 telecom operators in Russia) and Euroset (a
dominant cellular retail chain in Russia) that broke out in April 2009 and caused the parties to
cancel their dealership agreement is an example. Although a dispute legally arose over mutual
debts, commentators say that the real issue may have been caused by the MTS�s suspicion
that Euroset was trying to reduce sales of MTS network connection contracts. More precisely,
MTS suspected that Euroset�s sales managers were recommending to the majority of potential
subscribers to connect to its main rival �VimpelCom �who at that time had bought a 49.9%-
stake in Euroset. Although in November 2009 the companies signed a settlement agreement
whereby they o¤set their mutual obligations, it was not until July 2010 that MTS restarted
selling its contracts via Euroset.

5Alternatively, it could be that a dominant retailer has enforced one or some manufacturers
to sign an exclusive dealing agreement with it. For example, in the landmark case Toy R Us
Inc. v. FTC (1996) it was found that Toys was in essence forcing its main suppliers not to
sell to its main competitors - warehouse clubs. In particular, the agreement between Toys and
the suppliers imposed that exclusive and clearance products had to be o¤ered to Toys while
only �discontinued�products could be o¤ered to warehouses. Toys enforced the agreement by
threatening to stop buying from any producer that was reported to have �cheated.�

6"Full written agreements between the main parties and their suppliers are unusual. Day-
to-day negotiations (particularly on price and quantity) are usually conducted orally . . .
With computerized sales-based ordering and EDI, the relationship with suppliers was about
a constant series of interactions, with volumes and delivery dates being con�rmed electroni-
cally." The UK�s Competition Commission�s report on supermarkets (2000).
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to capture such �reactive renegotiation�. By focusing on three-part tari¤s,7 the
present paper aims to determine: (i) the price levels when the retailers carry
the products of all their respective suppliers and (ii) whether all the trade links
are established in equilibrium. The main �nding of the paper is that because
of competition at both levels �rms can no longer maintain monopoly prices.
Moreover, it can be that in equilibrium some links are necessarily missing.8

These results contrast sharply with those obtained when competition exists
at only one level. Speci�cally, in a situation where a monopolistic manufacturer
negotiates sequentially with two competing retailers, Bedre (2009) shows that
three-part tari¤s allow the �rms to eliminate intrabrand rivalry and achieve the
fully integrated monopoly outcome.9 In the other polar case of a single retailer
negotiating sequentially with two upstream competitors, even two-part tari¤s
may su¢ ce to obtain a perfectly cooperative outcome.10

To gain the intuition of why in a similar contracting environment the �rms
fail to maximize the total pro�ts when competition exists at both levels, start
with the case where two manufacturers rely on a single, common retailer to
distribute their products. In that case, neither manufacturer-retailer pair has
incentives to deviate from marginal cost pricing (provided that �rms are al-
lowed to renegotiate)11 which su¢ ces to maintain retail prices at monopoly
levels. Allowing the second manufacturer to distribute its product through an-
other (second) retailer gives rise not only to intrabrand competition but also
to interbrand competition between di¤erent retailers. The �rst e¤ect gives it
the incentives to behave opportunistically with respect to the common retailer
while the second e¤ect gives it the incentives to behave opportunistically with
respect to its rival. As in Bedre (2009), three-part tari¤s and renegotiation allow
the second manufacturer to suppress intrabrand competition and coordinate the
decisions of the three �rms so as to maximize their joint trilateral pro�ts. By
doing so, they however fail to account for the impact of their decisions on the
�rst manufacturer�s pro�t and thus have incentives to free-ride on its product�s
margin. Since the �rst manufacturer can a¤ect the incentives of only one retailer
to accept a discount while its rival is tempting to undercut it in both stores, it
is not able to fully eliminate the scope for free-riding on its margin. As a result,
the monopoly outcome fails to exist.12

The paper also highlights the role of upfront fees in successive oligopolies

7That is, the contracts that consist of an upfront fee and a variable payment related to the
volume of the trade.

8Note that exclusion of some �rm (i.e., the situation when it fails to establish trade rela-
tionship with any partner) is also possible.

9Miklos-Thal et al. (2010) show that these results also hold when retailers have all the
bargaining power and o¤er contingent three-part tari¤s.
10Most importantly, for this result to hold in a framework of sequential contracting is that

contracts are not binding and are subject to renegotiation (from scratch). Otherwise, as Marx
and Sha¤er (1999) and more recently Caprice and Schlippenbach (2010) show, the �rms fail
to sustain monopoly prices. See section 3 for more details.
11Renegotiation eliminates the externalities (resulting from sequential contracting) which

prevent the �rms from obtaining the fully e¢ cient outcome. Although the second manufac-
turer and the retailer do not deviate from the marginal cost, the �rst manufacturer and the
retailer may have incentives to do so. In particular, assuming that contracts are binding,
Marx and Sha¤er (1999) show that they set the wholesale price below marginal cost while,
taking into account consumer shopping costs, Caprice and Schlippenbach (2010) �nd that the
wholesale price in �rst negotiation is upward distorted.
12That is the outcome that would emerge if, taking the pattern of trade as given, all the

�rms coordinated their decisions on maximizing their joint pro�ts.
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characterized by �interlocking relationships�. In particular, in a situation where
two manufacturers contract sequentially with a single, common retailer, it shows
that there is no need for upfront payments provided that renegotiation is al-
lowed.13 In contrast, when the second manufacturer can distribute its product
through another retailer, both manufacturers may need to pay upfront to the
common retailer. While the second manufacturer may use an upfront payment
(combined with quantity discounts) as a tool to suppress intrabrand compe-
tition, the �rst manufacturer may use it as a means to compensate for the
negative impact of the sales of its product on the sales of the second manufac-
turer�s product (in both retail outlets). Intuitively, anticipating that its rival
and the common retailer will seek to maximize the total pro�ts on the sales of
its rival�s product, the �rst manufacturer seeks to convince this retailer to carry
its product anyway. Moreover, it seeks to induce its rival to charge a higher
wholesale price to the second retailer (since this would reduce the competitive
pressure on its product) and a lower wholesale price to the common retailer
(since this would allow it to lower its own wholesale price which in turn would
lead to more interbrand coordination). By setting �xed fee equal to zero (or
negative if it has a weak bargaining power), the �rst manufacturer secures the
sales of its product through the common retailer. When the degree of interbrand
rivalry between the retailers is high, this reduces demand for its rival�s product
sold through the second retailer. As a result, its rival gains less from giving
variable discounts to the second retailer which in turn reduces its incentives to
behave opportunistically (with respect to the common one). Consequently, it is
led to negotiates a lower wholesale price with the common retailer and a higher
wholesale price with the second one.
The paper also contributes to the literature on vertical contracting in bilat-

erally oligopolistic industries where bargaining power is distributed somewhat
evenly between vertically related �rms. To my knowledge, few papers address
this issue.14 Among them, Bjornerstedt and Stennek (2006) develop the frame-
work of simultaneous bilateral negotiations between sellers and buyers of inter-
mediate goods. Assuming that contracts consist of a quantity and a price, the
authors show that in equilibrium the volume of trade is socially e¢ cient, de-
spite the presence of externalities15 and the market power concentrated at both
sides. In a similar framework of competing buyers and sellers, de Fontenay and
Gans (2007) instead assume that bilateral negotiations take place sequentially.
In their framework, the breakdown of any negotiations is public (in which case
all the agreements previously reached are renegotiated from scratch) while the
terms of contract (which consist of a quantity and a price) agreed upon in a given
buyer-seller pair is private. In contrast to Bjornerstedt and Stennek (2006), de
Fontenay and Gans �nd that the equilibrium pro�le of quantities fails to max-

13Throughout the paper, it is assumed that there is no competition for retailers�shelf space
since this would a priori give rise to the emergence of slotting fees.
14Also, there are few papers that explore a setting where two rival manufacturers distribute

their products through two competing retailers and the bargaining power is entirely upstream.
Assuming linear wholesale prices, Dobson and Waterson (2001) �nd that it is possible to have a
situation where each retailer carries only one brand. Allowing instead for two-part tari¤s, Rey
and Verge (2004) show that there does not always exist an equilibrium in which each retailer
carries the products of both manufacturers, despite the fact that consumers are willing to buy
each of them.
15 In their framework it is implicitly assumed that the quantity agreed upon between a buyer

and a seller a¤ects the payo¤s of all other agents in a network.
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imize the total surplus. Although the present paper uses a similar framework
of sequential bilateral negotiations, it di¤ers from the aforementioned papers
in that it treats the case when the contracts are public and more sophisticated
than quantity �xing ones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the frame-

work for the analysis. Section 3 derives all equilibrium continuations following
a break-down of negotiations in one or two manufacturer-retailer pair(s). In
particular, it shows that there can be a situation where a single retailer is left
to negotiate with two manufacturers, in which case two-part tari¤s may su¢ ce
to maximize the joint pro�ts of all the active �rms. Using the results of section
3, section 4 characterizes the equilibria in which all manufacturer-retailer pairs
reach an agreement and the retailers carry the product(s) of all their respective
supplier(s). Finally, section 5 discusses some policy implications of the �ndings
and concludes.

2 Framework

Consider an environment where manufacturer A (hereafter MA) seeks to dis-
tribute its product through retailer 1 while its rival - manufacturer B (hereafter
MB) - seeks to distribute its product through retailers 1 and 2 (hereafter R1
and R2): Each manufacturer k = A;B incurs marginal cost ck � 0 and zero
�xed cost of production while the retailers incur no distribution cost. The re-
tailers di¤er in their locations or services provided, so if each of them carries the
product(s) of all its respective supplier(s), there are three imperfectly substitute
�products�on the market: two of them - A1 and B1 - are sold in retail outlet
1 and one - B2 - is sold in retail outlet 2.
Denote by q � (qA1; qB1; qA2) the quantity vector and by Rki (q) the revenue

from selling qki units of product ki = fA1; B1; B2g in outlet i = 1; 2; given that
qhj units of product hj 6= ki are sold in outlet j: The function Rki (:) equals
zero for qki = 0; strictly concave in qki and twice continuously di¤erentiable.
Furthermore, selling each extra unit of any product hj 6= ki is assumed to reduce
both the revenue and the marginal revenue from selling product ki.

Assumption A1.
@Rki
@qhj

< 0 for any hj 6= ki = fA1; B1; B2g:

Assumption A2.
@2Rki
@qhj@qki

< 0 for any hj 6= ki = fA1; B1; B2g:

These assumptions are satis�ed in many standard oligopoly models and im-
ply that all the products are imperfect substitutes.
Denote by �m the maximal industry pro�t that could be obtained for a

given con�guration of trade links (i.e., provided that R2 does not carry product
A):

�m � max
q

X
k=A;B

(Rk1 (q)� ckqk1) + (RB2 (q)� cBqB2) :

Throughout the paper, �m will be referred to as the industry wide monopoly
pro�t. If R2 were inactive, the maximal industry pro�t would be given by:

�mA1B1 � max
qA1;qB1

X
k=A;B

(Rk1 (qA1; qB1; 0)� ckqk1) :
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Distributing only product B in both retail outlets would generate the total
pro�ts:

�mB1B2 � max
qB1;qB2

X
i=1;2

(RBi (0; qB1; qB2)� cBqBi) ;

while distributing only product ki would generate the total pro�t:

�mki � max
qki

Rki (qki; 0; 0)� ckqki:

The relationship between Mk and Ri is governed by a supply contract Cki �
(wki; Fki; Ski) which speci�es the following transfer payment:

Tki (qkijCki) =
�
wkiqki + Fki + Ski; for qki > 0
Ski; for qki = 0

;

where qki is the quantity of product k purchased by Ri fromMk; wk is the price
that Ri pays for each unit of product k, Fki is a conditional �xed fee which Ri
pays only if it purchases positive quantity of product k and Ski is an up-front
fee which Ri pays regardless of whether it will purchase any quantity of product
k afterwards. More precisely, Ski is paid when Cki is just signed while Fki is
paid when Ri makes a decision on qki:
The terms of each contract Cki are assumed to be determined through ne-

gotiations between Mk and Ri which are modeled as the alternating-o¤ers bar-
gaining game introduced by Binmore et al. (1986).16 As the authors show, the
equilibrium of such a game is de�ned as the solution to the generalized Nash
bargaining problem which implies that each party obtains its disagreement pay-
o¤ plus a share of the gains from trade in proportion to its bargaining power.
Throughout the paper, it will be assumed that each party possesses some bar-
gaining power, so that in the event of agreement between Mk and Ri; Ri gets
the share �ki (correspondingly, Mk gets the share 1 � �ki) of the gains where
�ki 2 (0; 1):
Each �rm�s disagreement payo¤s is de�ned as the payo¤ that it would receive

if the current negotiations ended in a breakdown and all the earlier signed con-
tracts were renegotiated "from scratch". This approach, originally introduced
by Stole and Zwiebel (1996) and recently followed by De Fontenay and Gans
(2005, 2007) and Bedre (2009), captures the idea that �rms can renegotiate
any contract before retail competition takes place. In a setting of sequential
contracting this implies that the earlier signed contracts cannot in�uence the
contracts signed later on. This is because, if the later contracts are not signed,
the earlier contracts will be renegotiated anyway.
Any time a contract is signed it is assumed to be public. This assumption

is made to avoid the technical di¢ culties related to the proper speci�cation of

16 In this game in each period of time one of the parties makes an o¤er to its counterpart.
If the o¤er is accepted, the game ends and the parties obtain their payo¤s according to the
contract signed. If the o¤er is rejected, then there is an exogenous risk of breakdown of
negotiations in which case each party obtains its disagreement payo¤; otherwise the rejecting
party makes a counter o¤er. Alternating o¤ers continues until some of the parties accepts an
o¤er or negotiations break down.
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beliefs (about all the contracts signed earlier). Moreover, if the contracts were
private, the equilibrium outcome would a priori be ine¢ cient.17

The contract negotiations between the manufacturers and the retailers are
modeled as a sequential game G of bilateral negotiations introduced by Stole
and Zwiebel (1996). Formally, the game unfolds as follows: at �rst R1 and
MA negotiate CA1; then R1 and MB negotiate CB1 and, �nally, R2 and MB

negotiate CB2: Building on Stole and Zwiebel (1996), it is assumed that any time
a manufacturer-retailer pair reaches an agreement in any round of negotiations,
the next manufacturer-retailer pair in the ordering proceeds with negotiations.
If instead a negotiation round ends in a breakdown, the corresponding pair will
never renegotiate at any time, negotiations start over from the beginning with
the pair that has previously reached an agreement, following the same order
over all the remaining pairs. All negotiations stop when the last pair in the
ordering reaches an agreement. The retailers then decide on the quantities to
purchase from each manufacturer with whom they have signed the contracts.
Retail competition takes place and the �rms obtain the payo¤s according to the
contracts signed.
The game is solved in a recursive manner using subgame-perfect Nash equi-

librium as a solution concept. As a starting point of the analysis, the outcome
of retail competition is characterized. As it will be clear later, it is not necessar-
ily to specify whether the retailers compete in prices or quantities; the analysis
applies to both cases. Instead, it will prove to be su¢ cient to make the following
assumption.

Assumption A3. (i) For any vector of wholesale prices w � (wA1; wB1; wB2)
there exists a unique retail equilibrium characterized by the vector of equilibrium
demand functions q(w) � (qA1(w); qB1(w); qB2(w)) ; (ii) an increase in the
wholesale price for product ki decreases the demand for that product and in-
creases the demand for all other products, i.e.,

@qki(w)

@wki
< 0 <

@qhj(w)

@wki
;

for any hj 6= ki = fA1; B1; B2g; and (iii) for any pair of wholesale prices
(whj ; wh0j0) where hj 6= h0j0 6= ki there exists a threshold such that for all wki
above this threshold qki(w) = 0; and for all wki below this threshold qki(w) > 0:

These conditions are satis�ed when quantities are strategic substitutes. Note
also that this formulation allows for the de�nition of equilibrium demand func-
tions even if some product(s) is not available which can be viewed as the limit
of setting the corresponding wholesale price(s) to in�nity. For example, if R1
chooses not to carry product B then the equilibrium demand functions for prod-
ucts A1 and B2 are given by qA1 (wA1;1; wB2) and qB2 (wA1;1; wB2) ; respec-
tively.
Denote the Ri�s equilibrium �ow pro�ts from selling product k by:

�Ri

k (w) = Rki(q(w))� wkiqki(w):

The function �Ri

k (w) is assumed to display the following properties.

17When contracts are private, each manufacturer negotiating with competing retailers has
incentives to behave opportunistically. As shown by Hart and Tirole (1990), O�Brien and
Sha¤er (1992), McAfee and Schwartz (1994) and, more recently, Rey and Verge (2004), this
prevents �rms from implementing the fully integrated monopoly outcome.
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Assumption A4. For each k 6= h = A;B and each i 6= j = 1; 2:

(i) �Ri

k (w) > 0 if qki(w) > 0 and �
Ri

k (w) = 0 otherwise;

(ii)
@�R1

A (w)

@wk1
+
@�R1

B (w)

@wk1
< 0 if �R1

k (w) > 0;

@�R2

B (w)

@wB2
< 0 if �R2

B (w) > 0 and
@�R2

B (w)

@wB2
= 0 otherwise;

(iii)
@�Ri

k (w)

@whj
> 0 if �Ri

k (w) > 0 and
@�Ri

k (w)

@whj
= 0 otherwise;

(iv)
@�R1

A (w)

@wk1@wB2
+

@�R1

B (w)

@wk1@wB2
< 0 if �R1

A (w) > 0 and �
R1

B (w) > 0:

Condition A4(ii) is standard in the literature and implies that the (total)
pro�t from selling product ki is lower, the larger is the unit cost of ki: To gain the
intuition of condition A4(iii), consider an increase, say, in wA1: By assumption
A3(ii), this will lead to a decrease in sales of A1 and to an increase sales of both
B1 and B2. Since the pro�t, say, �R1

B increases in the amount of sales of B1
but decreases in the amount of sales of B2, the ultimate e¤ect on �R1

B may be
ambiguous. A4(iii) implies that the �rst e¤ect dominates the second one.
Finally, condition A4(iv) implies that R1 bene�ts less from a decrease in the

marginal cost of any of the products that it carries, the lower is the marginal cost
of the product carried by its rival. 18 Intuitively, R1 gains from a decrease in
wk1 in two ways: �rst, because its marginal cost is lower (this is a direct e¤ect)
and, second, because, by increasing sales of k1; it induces R2 to contract its sales
of B2 (this is a strategic e¤ect). The gain from the direct e¤ect is proportional
to the size of sales of k1 and thus is lower, the lower is the marginal cost of
B2. The gain from the strategic e¤ect depends on R2�s reduction in sales of
B2 in response to a decrease in wk1: Whether the size of the reduction is lower
or larger, the lower is the marginal cost of B2; in general, is uncertain which
makes the impact of the strategic e¤ect somewhat ambiguous. Condition A4(iv)
implies that whatever its sign, the overall e¤ect of a decrease in the marginal
cost of B2 on the R1�s marginal gain from a decrease in its own marginal price
is negative.19 All the conditions of A4 are for example satis�ed in the linear
demand function model.
Denote the Mk�s equilibrium �ow pro�ts from selling its product in outlet i

by:
�Mk
i (w) = (wki � ck) qki(w):

18A similar assumption but in a slightly di¤erent context is made in the literature. For
example, in modeling the setting in which a monopolistic supplier faces n �rms which compete
in the downstream market and use the supplier�s input to produce substitute products, McAfee
and Schwartz (1994) assume that "a decrease in a �rm�s marginal cost is less valuable to it
the lower a rival�s marginal cost" (p. 216). The same approch is followed by Marx and Sha¤er
(2004).
19For the sake of illustration, suppose that the retailers compete a la Cournot. Using the

�rst order conditions which de�ne the equilibrium outcomes, one then gets:

@�RA1(w)

@wk1@wB2
+

@�RB1(w)

@wk1@wB2
= � @qk1

@wB2
+

@

@wB2

��
@RA1

@qB2
+
@RB1

@qB2

�
@qB2

@wk1

�
;

for each k = A;B: By assumption A3(ii), the �rst term in the above expression (which captures
the direct e¤ect) is negative while the sign of the second term (which captures the strategic
e¤ect) is ambiguous.
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Assuming that all �rms are active, their total industry pro�ts are equal to:

�(w) =
X

k=A;B

�
�R1

k (w) + �
Mk
1 (w)

�
+
�
�R2

B (w) + �
MB
2 (w)

�
: (1)

If all �rms could coordinate their decisions, they would set the wholesale
prices so as to maximize �A1B1B2(w): For the sake of exposition, from now on
the following assumption will be made:

Assumption A5. The function �(w) is quasi-concave in w and there exists
a unique vector of wholesale prices wm � (wmA1; w

m
B1; w

m
B2) that generates the

industry wide monopoly pro�t, i.e., �(wm) = �m:

Because of the impact of retail competition marginal cost pricing cannot
implement the monopoly outcome; since quantities are strategic substitutes,
each retailer would have incentives to sell more than a monopolist controlling
the sales in all retail outlets. Thus, wholesale prices above the unit costs are
needed to o¤set the impact of retail competition and, therefore, wmki > ck for
each k = A;B and each i = 1; 2:
It will prove useful to de�ne the wholesale price wBRA1 (wB1; wB2) which max-

imizes �(wA1; wB1; wB2) for a given pair (wB1; wB2):

wBRA1 (wB1; wB2) = argmax
wA1

�(wA1; wB1; wB2):

Assumption A6. @wBRA1
@wB1

> 0 and @wBRA1
@wB2

< 0:

This assumption is for example satis�ed in the linear demand function model.
It implies that while maximizing the total industry pro�t wA1 and wB1 can be
viewed as strategic complements while wA1 and wB2 can be viewed as strategic
substitutes. Intuitively, by acting as a common agent, R1 internalizes all the
externalities arising between competing brands. Furthermore, since the total
pro�t is larger when it carries both brands rather than only one of them, A
and B tend to complement each other when they are sold at the same store. In
contrast, when A and B are sold at di¤erent stores, the (negative) externalities
are still present which tends to make them substitutes: following an increase in
sales, say, of product A; a monopolist controlling the sales in all retail outlets
would optimally choose to contract the sales of product B in order to maintain
retail prices at a higher level.
Taking the assumptions about the retail equilibrium as given, the task boils

down to determining the outcome of negotiations in each manufacturer-retailer
pair. Since, while bargaining over the terms of the contract, each manufacturer-
retailer pair takes into account what each party would obtain if the current
negotiations broke down, it proves to be convenient to begin the analysis by
characterizing the equilibrium continuations for all cases of break-down of ne-
gotiations before solving for the equilibrium of the whole game.

3 Break-down of negotiations

To begin, suppose that negotiations in two manufacturer-retailer pairs have
broken down. The equilibrium continuation then implies that the remaining
pair, say, Mk � Ri; negotiates the following contract: (i) wki = ck so that the
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joint bilateral pro�ts are maximal and equal to �mki; and (ii) Fki and Ski are
set so that these pro�ts are divided according to each party�s bargaining power,
i.e., Mk gets (1� �ki)�mki while Ri gets �ki�mki:
Suppose now that negotiations in just one manufacturer-retailer pair have

broken down. Three cases need then to be distinguished.

3.1 Break-down of negotiations between MA and R1
SinceMA and R1 can no longer negotiate, the continuation play is the sequential
game of bilateral negotiations taking place, �rst, between MB and R1 and then
between MB and R2. This game is analyzed in Bedre (2010) whose result can
be stated as follows.

Proposition 1 Suppose that negotiations between MA and R1 have broken
down. Then, all continuation equilibria of the game G imply (i) the whole-
sale prices are set at the levels that generate the monopoly pro�t �mB1B2; (ii) R1
gives all of its variable pro�t as a conditional fee while R2�s conditional fee is
set just to ensure that it is active; (iii) the unconditional fees are set so that the
gains from trade in each manufacturer-retailer pair are shared according to each
party�s bargaining power. In all such equilibria MA obtains zero while MB ; R1
and R2 obtain the following payo¤s:

buMB = (1� �B1)
h
�mB1 + (1� �B2) b�i ;

buR1 = �mB1B2 � (1� �B1)
h
�mB1 + b�i ;buR2 = (1� �B1)�B2 b�;

where

b� � max�0;�mB1B2 � 1� �B2 + �B1�B21� �B2
�mB1 +

�B1
1� �B1

�mB2

�
:

Proof. See Bedre (2009).

Both three-part tari¤s and renegotiation are important for the equilibrium
outcome to be e¢ cient. Intuitively, since MB contracts sequentially with the
retailers, it has incentives to free-ride on its contract with R1 while signing
a contract with R2: To protect itself against such an opportunistic move, R1
agrees to give all its variable pro�t as a conditional payment. This deters MB

from giving variable discounts to R2 since otherwise R1 would prefer to �opt
out�and avoid the payment larger than its variable pro�t. On the other hand,
R1 is willing to give all its variable pro�t because MB pays it upfront, so that,
eventually, it gets its share of the gains from trade.
Three-part tari¤s alone are however not su¢ cient to achieve the e¢ ciency.

Without renegotiation MB could use its contract with R1 as a tool to in�u-
ence its contract with R2 and thus distort the wholesale prices generating the
monopoly pro�t. Renegotiation eliminates these contractual externalities and
aligns the bilateral incentives of MB and R1 with maximizing the joint pro�ts
of MB ; R1 and R2:

11



3.2 Break-down of negotiations between MB and R1
Suppose that negotiations between MA and R1 have ended in an agreement
while negotiations between MB and R1 have broken down. The subgame con-
tinuation then implies that MA and R1 renegotiate their contract from scratch;
after that negotiations take place between MB and R2: This implies competi-
tion between two vertical structures MA � R1 and MB � R2: In equilibrium
each manufacturer-retailer pair maximizes its joint bilateral pro�t which is then
shared according to each party�s bargaining power.
Formally, the break down of negotiations between MB and R1 implies that

R1 no longer carries product B. By assumption A3, the equilibrium demand
functions for products A1 and B2 are then de�ned by qA1 (wA1;1; wB2) and
qB2 (wA1;1; wB2) respectively. Denote by �A1(wA1; wB2) and �B2(wA1; wB2)
the joint bilateral pro�ts of the pairs MA �R1 and MB �R2; i.e.,

�A1(wA1; wB2) � �R1

A (wA1;1; wB2) + (wA1 � cA) qA1(wA1;1; wB2);
�B2(wA1; wB2) � �R2

B (wA1;1; wB2) + (wB2 � cB) qB2(wA1;1; wB2);

respectively.
SinceMB andR2 negotiate their contract while observing the contract signed

by MA and R1; it is convenient to de�ne their best response wBRB2 (wA1) to the
wholesale price wA1:

wBRB2 (wA1) = argmax
wB2

�B2(wA1; wB2):

Anticipating the e¤ect of their negotiations on the subsequent play of the
game, MA and R1 set the wholesale price wA1 which maximizes their joint
bilateral pro�ts:

wA1 = argmax
wA1

�A1(wA1; w
BR
B2 (wA1)):

MB and R2 then optimally respond to wA1 by setting the wholesale price wB2 �
wBRB2 (wA1): The following proposition summarizes the discussion.

Proposition 2 Suppose that negotiations between MB and R1 have broken
down. Then, all continuation equilibria of the game G imply (i) MA and R1
set wA1 = wA1 while MB and R2 set wB2 = wB2; (ii) the conditional fees
are set to ensure that both retailers are active, i.e., FA1 � �R1

A (wA1;1; wB2)
and FB2 � �R2

B (wA1;1; wB2); (iii) the unconditional fees are set so that the
gains from trade in each manufacturer-retailer pair are shared according to each
party�s bargaining power. In all such equilibria the �rms obtain the following
payo¤s:

uMA = (1� �A1)�A1(wA1; wB2);
uMB = (1� �B2)�B2(wA1; wB2);
uR1 = �A1�A1(wA1; wB2)

uR2 = �B2�B2(wA1; wB2):
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3.3 Break-down of negotiations between MB and R2
Suppose now that both pairs MA � R1 and MB � R1 have succeeded in their
negotiations while negotiations between MB and R2 have broken down. Since
all the contracts signed earlier are then renegotiated from scratch, from then
onwards the �rms play the game in which R1 negotiates sequentially with MA

andMB : Such a game was �rst studied by Marx and Sha¤er (1999) and recently
by Caprice and Schlippenbach (2010), however, under the assumption that the
supply contracts are restricted to two-part tari¤s and non-renegotiable. Both
papers show that the equilibrium outcome is generally ine¢ cient (from the �rms�
point of view): while the second pair MB �R1 sets the wholesale price equal to
the marginal cost, the �rst pair MA�R1 has incentives to distort the marginal
cost pricing. The distortion occurs because, by signing its contract with MA;
R1 a¤ects its disagreement payo¤ in its bargaining withMB : Thus, even though
R1 acting as a common agent internalizes any impact of the sales of one product
on the sales of the other, the contractual externalities stemming from sequential
contracting do not allow the �rms to achieve the monopoly outcome.
Although renegotiation eliminates the contractual externalities, it does not

always restore the e¢ ciency when the contracts consist of two-part tari¤s. The
following proposition states formally this result.

Proposition 3 Suppose that in the game G negotiations between MB and R2
are not allowed and the supply contracts are restricted to two-part tari¤s. Then,
the �rms can implement the monopoly outcome as a common agency equilibrium
only if:

(1� �A1 + �A1�B1)�mA1 � �B1�mA1B1
1� �B1

(2)

< min f(1� �A1)�; �mA1B1 �maxf�mB1; �A1�mA1gg :

where � � �mA1B1 �
�
�mB1 �

(1��B1)�A1
�B1

�mA1

�
:

Proof. Available upon request.

The intuition is as follows. On the one hand, in any common agency equilib-
rium neither manufacturer can demand a conditional payment larger than the
incremental value of its product. On the other hand, each manufacturer-retailer
pair uses the conditional fee as a tool to share the bilateral gains from trade
according to each party�s bargaining power. Condition (2) de�nes the range of
parameter values when, under marginal cost pricing, such a sharing rule does
not destroy the R1�s incentives to carry both products.
This is however not the case when (2) is violated which is possible for �A1

and �B1 su¢ ciently small.20 Intuitively, when R1 has little bargaining power
vis-a-visMB it may happen that theMB�s share of the gains from trade exceeds
the incremental value of its product. In which case, MB must be allocated a

20To see this, let �A1 = k�B1 where k > 0 and choose �B1 such that k�B1�mA1 � �mB1 and
�mA1B1��mB1 � (1�k�B1)

�
�mA1B1 ��mB1 + k (1� �B1)�mA1

�
: In which case (2) boils down

to �mA1 + �
m
B1 � �mA1B1 < �B1

�
�mB1 + k (1� �B1)�mA1

�
: Since the products are imperfect

substitutes, then �mA1+�
m
B1��mA1B1 > 0 and, therefore, there always exists �B1 su¢ ciently

small which violates this condition.
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smaller part of these gains for the common agency equilibrium to be preserved.
This is however no longer optimal from the point of view of maximizing the
total industry pro�ts. In particular, MA and R1 are then lead to maximize only
a part of the industry pro�t which implies that they set the wholesale price
below the marginal cost. As a result, common agency equilibria either yield an
ine¢ cient outcome or do not exist.
If instead three-part tari¤s are allowed, securing R1�s incentives to carry

both brands is no longer a constraint in dividing bilateral gains from trade. As
a result, there always exist equilibria in which both manufacturers are active and
in all such equilibria the �rms achieve the fully integrated monopoly outcome.
Formally, we have:

Proposition 4 Suppose that negotiations between MB and R2 have broken
down. Then, there always exist common agency continuation equilibria of the
game G in which (i) the wholesale prices are set at marginal costs, i.e., wk1 = ck
for each k = fA;Bg; (ii) the conditional fees are set so as to ensure that R1
accepts to carry both products, i.e., Fk1 � �mA1B1 � �mh1 for each k 6= h =
fA;Bg; (iii) the unconditional fees are set so that the gains from trade in each
manufacturer-retailer pair are shared according to each party�s bargaining power.
In all such equilibria R2 obtains zero while R1; MA and MB obtain the following
payo¤s:

euR1 = �A1

�
�mA1 + �B1 e�� ;

euMA = �mA1B1 � �A1
�
�mA1 + e�� ;euMB = �A1 (1� �B1) e�;

where

e� � max�0;�mA1B1 � 1� �A1 + �A1�B1�B1
�mA1 +

1� �A1
�A1

�mB1

�
:

Moreover, if �A1 e� � �mA1B1 � �mA1; there also exist continuation equilibria in
which only R1 and MA are active. In all such equilibria R1 obtains the payo¤euR1 = �A1�

m
A1; MA obtains the payo¤ euMA = (1� �A1)�mA1 while R2 and MB

obtain zero.

Proof. See Appendix A:

The proposition, in particular, states that di¤erent types of equilibria are
possible. Intuitively, besides inducing continuation equilibrium in which R1
carries both brands, MA and R1 can instead induce a continuation equilibrium
in which R1 carries only brand A:21 The condition �A1 e� � �mA1B1 ��mA1(> 0)
implies that in that case MA would obtain the payo¤ larger than the one it
obtains in any common agency continuation equilibrium. In contrast, R1 always
prefers continuation equilibria in which it carries both brands since �A1(�mA1 +

21R1 and MA can do so, by setting the unconditional fee su¢ ciently large, so that R1 and
MB could never obtain non-negative gains from trade. Formally, this would induce the break
down of negotiations between R1 and MB and, concequently, trigger renegotiations between
R1 and MA (from scratch).
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�B1 e�) � �A1�
m
A1: The divergence of preferences about the continuation play

gives rise to multiple types of equilibria.
Propositions 3 and 4 imply that when a single, common retailer contracts

sequentially with rival manufacturers, three-part tari¤s may not be needed to
obtain e¢ ciency provided that renegotiation is allowed. In contrast, as it will be
shown below, even three-part tari¤s do not su¢ ce to maintain monopoly prices
when competition exists both upstream and downstream.

4 Equilibrium of the game G

This section derives (subgame perfect) equilibria in which the retailers carry
the products of all their respective suppliers. As before, the game is solved by
using the algorithm of backward induction: at any time a manufacturer and a
retailer negotiate a contract, they take all the earlier signed contracts as given
and anticipate the e¤ect of the outcome of their negotiations on the subsequent
play of the game.

4.1 Retail competition

To begin, suppose that all the contracts have been signed, i.e., all the retailer-
manufacturer pairs have succeeded in their negotiations, and consider the retail
competition stage. Given that R1 accepts to carry both products, R2 will accept
to carry product B only if, by doing so, it earns non-negative pro�t, i.e., only
if:

�R2

B (wA1; wB1; wB2)� FB2 � 0: PCAB2

On the other hand, given that R2 accepts to carry product B, R1 will accept
to carry both products only if, by doing so, it earns the pro�ts that are not
only non-negative, but also higher than the pro�t it could earn from selling
only one of them. Since, by selling only product B; it could earn the pro�t
�R1

B (1; wB1; wB2) � FB1 while, by selling only product A; it could earn the
pro�t �R1

A (wA1;1; wB2) � FA1; in any equilibrium under study the following
constraints must be satis�ed:

X
k=A;B

�R1

k (wA1; wB1; wB2)� Fk1 � 0; PCAB1

� �R1

B (1; wB1; wB2)� FB1; ICABA1
� �R1

A (wA1;1; wB2)� FA1: ICABB1

Since products A and B are imperfect substitute, removing one of them
increases the pro�t from selling the other. This allows R1 to behave oppor-
tunistically and guarantee itself positive pro�ts.

Lemma 1 In any equilibrium in which the retailers carry the products of all
their respective suppliers R1 earns positive pro�ts.
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Proof. Suppose not, i.e., R1 earns zero. Summing up ICABA1 and ICABB1 and,
using the fact that PC1 binds, yields:

0 �
�
�R1

A (wA1;1; wB2)� �
R1

A (wA1; wB1; wB2)
�

+
�
�R1

B (1; wB1; wB2)� �
R1

B (wA1; wB1; wB2)
�
:

By assumption A5, the function �R1

k (wk1; wh1; wB2) increases in wh1 for k 6=
h = fA;Bg: This implies that the right hand side of the above condition is
strictly positive which is a contradiction.
The implication of lemma 1 is that in any equilibrium under study PCAB1 is

not binding and thus can be omitted in the subsequent analysis.
Denote by C � (CA1; CB1; CB2) the triple of contracts signed between MA

and R1; MB and R1; MB and R2 respectively. For a given C denote by uRi (C)
the Ri�s overall payo¤ for each i = 1; 2 and by uMk (C) the Mk�s overall payo¤
for each k = A;B: If all the contracts satisfy IPABi for each i = 1; 2 and ICABk1
for each k = A;B; then:

uR1 (C) =
X

k=A;B

�
�R1

k (w)� (Fk1 + Sk1)
�
; (3)

uR2 (C) = �R2

B (w)� (FB2 + SB2); (4)

uMA (C) = �MA
1 (w) + (FA1 + SA1); (5)

uMB (C) =
X
i=1;2

�
�MB
i (w) + (FBi + SBi)

�
: (6)

4.2 Negotiations between MB and R2
Suppose that CA1 and CB1 have been signed. Taking CA1 and CB1 as given and
anticipating the outcome of retail competition, MB and R2 negotiate the con-
tract C�B2 which solves the generalized Nash bargaining problem provided that
the MB�s disagreement payo¤ is euMB (this is what MB would get while rene-
gotiating with R1 if negotiations with R2 failed) while the R2�s disagreement
payo¤ is zero (once negotiations between MB and R2 break down, the parties
cannot renegotiate at another time). Furthermore, in order to obtain the con-
tinuation equilibrium in which all three products are available on the market,
it is necessary that ICABA1 ; IC

AB
B1 and PC

AB
2 are satis�ed which implies that C�B2

must be a solution to the following problem:

max
CB2

�
uR2 (C)

��B2 �
uMB (C)� euMB

�1��B2
; P1

s:t: ICABA1 ; IC
AB
B1 and PC

AB
2 hold.

Denote by GB2 (C) the incremental gains from trade between MB and R2;
i.e.,

GB2 (C) � uR2 (C) + uMB (C)� euMB = b�(w) + (FB1 + SB1)� euMB ; (7)

where
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b�(w) � �R2

B (w) +
�
�MB
1 (w) + �MB

2 (w)
�
:

Denote by w�B2 the wholesale price which maximizes the joint bilateral pro�ts
of MB and R2 subject to the constraint that the R1�s incentives to carry both
products are preserved, i.e.,

w�B2 (w1; FA1; FB1) = argmax
wB2

b�(w1; wB2) P2

s:t: ICABA1 and IC
AB
B1 hold

where w1 � (wA1; wB1) :
De�ne the gains from trade G�B2 between MB and R2 as the di¤erence be-

tween the joint bilateral pro�ts when they trade and the joint bilateral pro�ts
when they do not. Provided that these gains are non-negative for wB2 = w�B2,

22

i.e.,

G�B2(CA1; CB1) � b�(w1; w�B2) + (FB1 + SB1)� euMB � 0; GTB2

the solution C�B2 to P1 implies that (i) the wholesale price is set equal to w�B2;
(ii) the conditional fee F �B2 is set so that PC

AB
2 is satis�ed for wB2 = w�B2, i.e.,

F �B2 � �R2

B (w1; w
�
B2); and (iii) the unconditional fee S

�
B2 is set so that MB and

R2 divide their gains from trade according to each party�s bargaining power,
i.e.,

F �B2 + S
�
B2 = �R2

B (w1; w
�
B2)� �B2G�B2(CA1; CB1);

which implies that R2 gets the payo¤:

uR2� (CA1; CB1) � uR2 (CA1; CB1; C�B2) = �B2G
�
B2(CA1; CB1); (8)

while MB gets the payo¤:

uMB� (CA1; CB1) � uMB (CA1; CB1; C�B2) = euMB +(1� �B2)G�B2(CA1; CB1): (9)

Consider now the solution to P2 which de�nes the wholesale price set byMB

and R2 in equilibrium under study. For the sake of exposition, the following
assumption will be made.

Assumption A7. The function b�(w1; wB2) is quasi-concave in wB2 for
any vector w1 and achieves its maximum for wB2 = bwB2 (w1) where

bwB2 (w1) = argmax
wB2

b�(w1; wB2) :
The wholesale price bwB2 (w1) is the best reply ofMB and R2 to the wholesale

prices wA1 and wB1: In particular, MB and R2 would set this price, if R1 had
to absorb any impact on its pro�t due to an increase in sales of R2:
Using that �R1

A (1; wB1; wB2) = �R1

B (1; wA1; wB2) = 0; write the ICABk1
constraint for each k = fA;Bg as follows:
22Otherwise negotiations between MB and R2 are assumed to break down.
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�
�R1

A (wA1; wB1; wB2) + �
R1

B (wA1; wB1; wB2)
�

�
�
�R1

A (1; wh1; wB2) + �
R1

B (1; wh1; wB2)
�
� Fk1;

for h 6= k: Di¤erentiating the left hand side of the above condition w.r.t. wB2
and using assumption A6 yields:

 
@�R1

A (wA1; wB1; wB2)

@wB2
+
@�R1

B (wA1; wB1; wB2)

@wB2

!

�
 
@�R1

A (1; wh1; wB2)
@wB2

+
@�R1

B (1; wh1; wB2)
@wB2

!

= �
1Z
wk1

 
@�R1

A (w
0
k1; wh1; wB2)

@w0k1@wB2
+
@�R1

B (w
0
k1; wh1; wB2)

@w0k1@wB2

!
dw0k1 > 0;

Thus, for a given pair (w1; Fk1) the set of wholesale prices wB2 satisfying
ICABk1 is the set fwB2 : wB2 � wkB2 (w1; Fk1)g where wkB2 (w1; Fk1) is the whole-
sale price for which ICABk1 binds. Taken with assumption A6, this implies that
the solution to P2 can be written as:

w�B2 (w1; FA1; FB1) = max
� bwB2 (w1) ;wAB2 (w1; FA1) ;wBB2 (w1; FB1)	 :

In what follows, the focus of the analysis will be on the equilibrium in which
wBi > cB for each i = 1; 2:23 Keeping this in mind, consider pair-wise deviations
in which MB and R2 set wB2 below w�B2: When R1 carries two products, by
doing so, MB and R2 may gain in two respect. First, as in Bedre (2009), de-
creasing wB2 allows them to free-ride on the contract CB1 signed earlier between
MB and R1 and, second, it allows them to excludeMA: The later, in particular,
implies that in any equilibrium it cannot be that w�B2 = w

A
B2 > maxf bwB2;wBB2g;

since, by setting a wholesale price (slightly) below wAB2; MB and R2 could then
induce the continuation equilibrium in which R1 removes brand A (while still
carrying brand B):24 The next lemma states formally this result.25

Lemma 2 Any equilibrium in which wBi > cB for each i = 1; 2 implies that

max
� bwB2 (w1) ;wBB2 (w1; FB1)	 � wAB2 (w1; FA1) :

Proof. See Appendix B:
Thus, although both ICABA1 and IC

AB
B1 must be satis�ed in equilibrium, they

serve di¤erent roles in determining the equilibrium contracts. Whereas R1 can
use FB1 as a tool to in�uence the outcome of negotiations between MB and R2;

23As it will be shown below, in the most preferred continuation equilibrium R1; R2 and MB

seek to maximize the total pro�ts from selling product B and thus set the wholesale prices
above costs.
24Assumption A4(iv) ensures the existance of such a continuation equilibrium.
25Hereafter it will be assumed that in equilibrium wcBi > cB for each i = 1; 2: The exact

condition that guarantees this will be stated below.
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MA is deemed to �accommodate�, i.e., it sets FA1 so that to render its exclusion
unpro�table.
As it will be shown below, while signing their contract CB1; MB and R1 seek

to induce MB and R2 to set a wholesale price above bwB2 (in order to prevent
them from free-riding on CB1): Thus, from now on one will restrict attention to
the case when wBB2 � bwB226 which implies that (using also lemma 2),

w�B2 (w1; FB1) = w
B
B2 (w1; FB1) � max

� bwB2 (w1) ;wAB2 (w1; FA1)	 :
Assuming that w�B2 is de�ned as above, denote by �

d
B2 the maximal bilateral

pro�ts thatMB and R2 could obtain by setting their wholesale price below wBB2:
By doing so, they would destroy the incentives of R1 to carry both products
(since ICABB1 is no longer satis�ed) and instead induce it to carry either product
A or none of the products.27 As it will be shown below, what matters for the
analysis is the bounds on �dB2 rather than its individual values.
First of all, �dB2 cannot exceed �

m
B2 which is the maximal bilateral pro�t

that MB and R2 could obtain if, in response to their setting wB2 = cB ; R1
would choose to carry none of the products. On the other hand, inducing R1
to remove product A may not be possible. In particular, it is not possible if
FA1 = 0: This is because the incremental contribution of product A to the total
pro�ts earned in outlet 1 is always non-negative28 and R1 would then carry
brand A anyway. In which case the maximum bilateral pro�ts that MB and R2
could jointly obtain from decreasing wB2 is given by:

�B2 (wA1) = max
wB2

�R2

B (wA1;1; wB2) + �
MB
2 (wA1;1; wB2) < �mB2; (10)

where the inequality is implied by imperfect substitutability of the products. It
then follows that �dB2 2 [�B2 (wA1) ;�mB2]:
The condition that any equilibrium must be immune to all possible devia-

tions, in particular, implies thatMB and R2 cannot derive any gain from setting
wB2 below wBB2: Since in any such deviation R1 removes product B and thus
waives its �xed payment to MB ; it would not be jointly pro�table for MB and
R2 only if:
26This rules out the o¤-equilibrium continuations which cannot a¤ect the �rms� actions

taken along the equilibrium path.
27By applying a similar reasoning as in the proof of lemma 2, it can be shown that ifMB and

R2 set a wholesale price wB2 2 (wAB2;wBB2) where wAB2 < wAB2; the (unique) retail equilibrium
implies that R1 carries only product A: On the other hand, when wB2 is su¢ ciently small,
R1 may �nd it pro�table to opt out and carry none of the products. In general, there is no
systematic reason to rule out the situation that for some wB2 lying in between there exists a
retail equilibrium in which R1 carries only product B; even though it is not possible to show
this without specifying demand functions. Taking this into consideration would somewhat
complicate the analysis and, moreover, could make the equilibrium under study impossible
to sustain (since MB and R2 might always pro�tably deviate). Hence, from now on it will
be assumed that setting wB2 below wBB2 induces retail equilibria in which R1 carries either
product A or none of the products only.
28To see this, write ICABA1 taken for FA1 = 0 as:

�R1A (wA1; wB1; wB2) + �
R1
B (wA1; wB1; wB2)� �R1B (1; wB1; wB2) � 0:

The left hand side of the above condition evaluated for wA1 = 1 equals to zero
while, by assumption A4(ii), it decreases in wA1: Hence, this condition is satis�ed for any
(wA1; wB1; wB2):
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b� �w1;wBB2�+ FB1 � �dB2:
Using that wBB2 is the wholesale price for which IC

AB
B1 binds, the above

condition can be written as:

X
i=1;2

�
�Ri

B

�
wA1; wB1;w

B
B2

�
+ �MB

i

�
wA1; wB1;w

B
B2

��
��dB2 NDB2

� �R1

A (wA1;1;w
B
B2)� �R1

A

�
wA1; wB1;w

B
B2

�
;

which implies that in equilibrium the increase in the total pro�ts from selling
product B in two rather than one retail outlet must more than o¤set the reduc-
tion in the pro�t from selling product A (because it is then sold together with
product B rather than alone).29

4.3 Negotiations between MB and R1
Taking CA1 as given and anticipating the outcome of negotiations between MB

and R1; MB and R1 negotiate the contract C��B1 which solves the generalized
Nash bargaining problem provided that the MB�s disagreement payo¤ is uMB

(this is what MB would get while renegotiating with R2 if negotiations with
R1 failed) while the R1�s disagreement payo¤ is uR1 (this is what R1 would get
while renegotiating with MA if negotiations with MB failed). Furthermore, if
MB and R1 wish to induce an equilibrium continuation in which MB and R2
do not fail their negotiations and the retailers carry the products of all their
respective suppliers, C��B1 must also ensure that (i) MB and R2 obtain non-
negative gains from trade and (ii) they cannot gain by cutting their wholesale
price to below w�B2 = w

B
B2: Thus, in any such equilibrium C��B1 must be a solution

to the following problem:

max
CB1

�
uR1� (CA1; CB1)� uR1

��B1 �
uMB� (CA1; CB1)� uMB

�1��B1
; P3

s:t: GTB2 and NDB2 hold

where uMB� (CA1; CB1) is given by (9) while uR�1 (CA1; CB1) � uR1 (CA1; CB1; C�B2)
is given by (using (3)):

uR1� (CA1; CB1) =
X

k=A;B

�
�R1

k (w1; w
�
B2)� (Fk1 + Sk1)

�
: (11)

Denote by e�(w) the joint variable pro�ts of R1; R2 and MB ; i.e.,

e�(w) �
�
�R1

A (w) + �
R1

B (w)
�
+ b�(w) (12)

= �R1

A (w) +
X
i=1;2

�
�Ri

B (w) + �
MB
i (w)

�
:

29Note that for wA1 = 1 the NDB2 costraint boils down to the one obtained in the case
when R1 carries only brand B:
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which is the sum of the total pro�ts from selling product B and the R1�s �ow
pro�t from selling product A:
For given wA1 and �dB2; denote by w

��
B � (w��B1; w��B2) the pair of wholesale

prices which maximizes e�(wA1;wB) subject to the constraint that MB and R2
cannot gain from undercutting w��B2; i.e.,

w��
B

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
= argmax

wB

e�(wA1;wB) ; P4

s:t: NDB2 holds for wBB2 = wB2:

De�ne the gains from trade G�B1 (CA1; CB1) between MB and R1 as follows:

G�B1 (CA1; CB1) � uMB� (CA1; CB1)� euMB

1� �B2
+ uR1� (CA1; CB1)�

�
uR1 +

uMB � euMB

1� �B2

�
= e�(wA1;wB)� (FA1 + SA1)� �uR1 + euMB +

uMB � euMB

1� �B2

�
:

Intuitively, this is because condition (9) implies that in equilibrium MB

obtains at least the payo¤ euMB and, moreover, a unit increase in the variable
part of its payo¤ due to its trade with R1 increases its overall payo¤ by just
(1� �B2) : Hence, MB can gain from trade with R1 only if the variable part
exceeds the value u

MB�euMB

1��B2 which can be regarded as its �e¤ective�disagreement
payo¤ in bargaining with R1: Denote by G��B1(CA1) the value of G�B1 (CA1; CB1)
taken for wB = w��

B ; i.e.,
30

G��B1(CA1) � e�(wA1;w��
B )� (FA1+SA1)�

�
uR1 + euMB +

uMB � euMB

1� �B2

�
: (13)

Next lemma characterizes the solution to P3.

Lemma 3 The solution to P3 exists if and only if:

G��B1(CA1) � max
�
0;
euMB � uMB

1� �B2

�
; GTB1

in which case wB1 = w��B1 and FB1 = F ��B1 where F
��
B1 is equal to the incremental

contribution of product B to the total pro�ts earned in outlet 1 and evaluated
for wB = w��

B ; i.e.,

F ��B1 =
X

k=A;B

�R1

k (wA1;w
��
B )� �R1

A (wA1;1; w��B2) :

If G��B1(CA1) satis�es the condition,

G��B1(CA1) � max
�
0;

euMB � uMB

(1� �B1) (1� �B2)

�
;

30To shortcut the notation, the argument
�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
will be suppressed where it does not

lead to any confusion.
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then S��B1 is set so that R1 and MB share their gains from trade according to
each party�s bargaining power and obtain the following payo¤s:

uR1�� (CA1) = uR1 + �B1G
��
B1(CA1); (14)

uMB�� (CA1) = uMB + (1� �B1) (1� �B2)G��B1(CA1): (15)

If euMB > uMB and G��B1(CA1) satis�es the condition,

euMB � uMB

1� �B2
� G��B1(CA1) <

euMB � uMB

(1� �B1) (1� �B2)
;

then S��B1 is set so that R2 and MB obtain zero gains from trade while R1 and
MB obtain the following payo¤s:

uR1�� (CA1) = uR1 +

�
G��B1(CA1)�

euMB � uMB

1� �B2

�
; (16)

uMB�� (CA1) = euMB : (17)

Proof. See Appendix C:
As is known in the literature, when MB contracts sequentially with R1 and

R2; there is always a scope for opportunistic behavior: while signing their con-
tract, MB and R2 have incentives to free-ride on the contract CB1 signed earlier
between MB and R1: Allowing R1 to carry the products of both MA and MB

however alters these incentives in two respects.31 First, since products A and B
are imperfect substitutes, the sales of product A reduce the total pro�ts from
selling product B, i.e.,

max
wB

X
i=1;2

�
�Ri

B (wA1;wB) + �
MB
i (wA1;wB)

�
< �mB1B2:

This strengthens the bilateral incentives of MB and R2 to free-ride on CB1: In
particular, these incentives are stronger, the stronger is the substitution e¤ect
and the larger are the joint bilateral pro�ts �dB2 that R2 and MB would obtain
from cutting their wholesale price to bellow wBB2:
Second, as long as R1 removes product B; it seeks to recoup the losses by

increasing the sales of product A (in which case it gains �R1

A (wA1;1; wB1) �
�R1

A (wA1;wB)): This weakens the bilateral incentives ofMB and R2 to free-ride
on CB1; since an increase in the sales of product A (through R1) reduces the
sales of product B (through R2) and thus decreases the pro�t �dB2: The NDB2
constraint thus determines the extent to which R1 andMA are able to in�uence
the wholesale prices wB1 and wB2 through the impact of their contract on the
incentives of R2 and MB to free-ride on CB1:
To see this formally, denote by ewB(wA1) � ( ewB1(wA1); ewB2(wA1)) the pair

of wholesale prices that R1; R2 and MB would set in response to wA1 if the
three �rms acted as a single entity and coordinated their decisions on the sales
of product B in both retail outlets:

31 In the absence of MA problem P4 boils down to maximizing the total pro�ts on sales of
the MB�s product in both retail outlets. In which case w��B1 and w

��
B2 would be set so as to

obtain the monopoly pro�t �mB1B2 while NDB2 would per se be irrelevant since, by lowering
their wholesale price, the maximum what R2 and MB could jointly obtain is �mB2 < �

m
B1B2:
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ewB(wA1) = argmax
wB

e�(wA1;wB) :
For the sake of exposition, from now on it will be assumed that the functione�(�) satis�es the following regularity conditions:
Assumption A8. (i) The function e�(wA1;wB) is quasi-concave in wB for

any wA1 and achieves its maximum for wB = ewB(wA1); (ii) ewBi(wA1) > cB
for each i = 1; 2 and any wA1, i.e., despite the sales of product A the wholesale
prices above the unit costs are needed to maximize the total pro�ts on sales of
product B; (iii) @e�

@wB1@wB2
< 0 for any wA1; i.e., the impact on the pro�t e� of

a small increase in wBi is lower, the lower is wBi0 for i 6= i0 = 1; 2:

This assumption is satis�ed in many standard oligopolistic models. Using as-
sumption A4(iii), one can verify that, in response to the wholesale price ewB1 set
byMB and R1; MB and R2 would set the wholesale price bwB2 (wA1; ewB1) < ewB2
(for any given wA1); i.e., free-ride on the margin of product B sold through R1:
Similar to Bedre (2009), by setting the conditional fee equal to the incremen-
tal contribution of product B to the total pro�ts on sales in outlet 1; MB and
R1 seek to make undercutting ewB2 unpro�table for MB and R2: Thus, if the
NDB2 constraint were satis�ed for wB = ewB(wA1); this would be an equilib-
rium continuation. Otherwise MB and R1 distort the wholesale prices ewB1 andewB2 in order to reduce the incentives of MB and R2 to engage in opportunistic
behavior.
Using (12) and rearranging the terms, the NDB2 constraint (taken for wBB2 =

wB2) can be written as:

e�(wA1;wB)� �R1

A (wA1;1; wB2) � �dB2: (18)

Thus, in order for problem P4 to be convex, the following assumption will
be made.

Assumption A9. The function e�(wA1;wB)��R1

A (wA1;1; wB2) is quasi-
concave in wB for any wA1 � cA and achieves its maximum for wB = ew0

B(wA1)
given by:

ew0
B(wA1) = argmax

wB

e�(wA1;wB)� �R1

A (wA1;1; wB2) :

Moreover, the solution to the above program is such that ew0B2(wA1) � cB andew0B2(wA1) � bwB2(wA1; ew0B1(wA1)) for any wA1 � cA:

Note that the condition @e�
@wB1@wB2

< 0 implies that ewB1 (wA1) < ew0B1 (wA1)
and ew0B2 (wA1) < ewB2 (wA1) : Solving P4 while taking into account that the
NDB2 constraint can be binding leads to the following result.

Lemma 4 The solution to P4 implies that ewB1 (wA1) � w��B1
�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
�ew0B1 (wA1) and ew0B2 (wA1) � w��B2

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
� ewB2 (wA1) for any �wA1;�dB2� :

Moreover, w��B1
�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
is non-decreasing while w��B2

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
is non-increasing

in �dB2:
Proof. See Appendix D:
Lemma 4 thus determines the impact of the incentives of MB and R2 to

free-ride on their rivals�margins on the the wholesale prices ewB1 and ewB2 maxi-
mizing the joint pro�ts of R1; R2 and MB in the presence of sales of product A:
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Intuitively, R2 and MB have stronger incentives to so, the more they can gain
from undercutting w��B2 (i.e., the larger the value of �

d
B2 is). This calls for a

reduction in w��B2 (i.e., setting w
��
B2 < ewB2) and an increase in w��B1 (i.e., setting

w��B1 > ewB1):
Assumptions A8 and A9 guarantee that any solution (w��B1; w

��
B2) to P4 sat-

is�es the condition w��Bi > cB for each i = 1; 2: It then immediately follows:

Corollary In any candidate equilibrium in which the retailers carry the prod-
ucts of all their respective suppliers the wholesale prices w��B1 and w��B2 must
maximize the joint pro�ts of R1; R2 and MB subject to the constraint that MB

and R2 cannot gain by cutting their wholesale price to below w��B2:

Since e�(w) = �(w)� �MA
1 (w); then, using assumption A3(ii) and a simple

revealed preference argument, one can verify that the best reply to wmA1 of R1;
R2 and MB acting as a single entity would be their setting ewBi(wmA1) < wmBi for
each i = 1; 2: Taken with lemma 4, this leads to:

Proposition 5 In all subgame perfect equilibria of the game G the fully inte-
grated monopoly outcome cannot be implemented, i.e., wki 6= wmki at least for
some ki = fA1; B1; B2g:

Intuitively, the fact that the supply contracts are three-part tari¤s and non-
binding allows MB to suppress intrabrand competition and thus coordinate the
decisions of MB ; R1 and R2 so as to maximize their joint trilateral pro�ts from
selling product B:32 Since in doing so the three �rms fail to account for the
impact of their decisions on the MA�s pro�t, they have incentives to free-ride
on its product�s margin. Furthermore, given that product A competes with
product B in both retail outlets, MB is tempting to convince both R1 and R2
to undercut its rival. Since in its turn MA can reduce the incentives of only one
retailer to accept a discount, it is not able to fully prevent MB from free-riding
on its margin. As a result, the fully integrated monopoly outcome fails to exist.
Consider now (pair-wise) deviations of R1 and MB : First, they may break

down their negotiations and get their disagreement payo¤s. As long as R1 and
MB obtain at least non-negative gains from trade (which is necessary to sustain
the equilibrium under study), they could never gain from such a deviation.
Second, R1 and MB may induce break-down negotiations between MB and

R2:
33 This would trigger renegotiation (from scratch) of all the contracts signed

earlier. Since in that case MB and R2 can no longer negotiate, the equilibrium
continuation is characterized by proposition 3 which implies that R1 would
obtain the payo¤ euR1 while MB would obtain the payo¤ euMB : Thus, neither R1
nor MB could gain from such a deviation only if the following two conditions
hold:

uR1�� (CA1) � euR1 ; (19)

uMB�� (CA1) � euMB : (20)

32As in Bedre (2010), the conditional fee F ��B1 serves to protect R1 from the opportunistic
behavior of MB while renegotiation allows the �rms to eliminates contractual externalities
(due to sequential contracting).
33Since the gains from trade between MB and R2 are given by maxfb�+FB1;�dB2g+SB1�euMB ; they are always negative for some SB1 < 0:
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Note that condition (9) implies that MB obtains the payo¤ which is at least
as large as euMB (since in any equilibrium MB and R2 must obtain non-negative
gains from trade). As a result, in equilibrium condition (20) is always satis�ed
and thus can be omitted in the subsequent analysis.
Finally, R1 and MB may deviate by inducing the retail equilibrium in which

R1 does not carry product A while both retailers carry product B: Note that
such a deviation may not always be possible as long as the incremental contribu-
tion of product A is non-negative.34 As before, it is not possible ifMA demands
no conditional payment from R1; i.e., sets FA1 = 0: Denote by �dB1 (wA1; FA1)
the maximal pro�t that MB ; R1 and R2 could jointly obtain by excluding MA

and let �dB1 (wA1; FA1) = �dB1 � 035 in case they could not do so.36 Since
exclusion of MA allows the three �rms to save on the �xed payment FA1; they
would not gain from such a deviation only if:

e�(wA1;w��
B )��dB1 (wA1; FA1) � FA1: NDB1

This condition is analogous to the one obtained in case whenMB is restricted
to distribute its product only through R1: In particular, it implies that the
conditional payment to MA must not exceed the incremental contribution of its
product to the joint trilateral pro�ts of MB ; R1 and R2:

4.4 Negotiations between MA and R1
Anticipating all the contracts that will be signed afterwards, MA and R1 nego-
tiate the contract C���A1 which solves the generalized Nash bargaining problem
provided that the MA�s disagreement payo¤ is zero (once negotiations between
MA and R1 break down, the parties cannot renegotiate at another time) while
the R1�s disagreement payo¤ is buR1 (this is what R1 would get while renegoti-
ating with MB if negotiations with MA failed). The analysis so far implies that
if MA and R1 wish to induce the continuation equilibrium in which neither R1
and MB nor R2 and MB break down their negotiations, C���A1 must also satisfy
the following four conditions: (i) R1; R2 andMB cannot excludeMA by setting
wB2 just below w��B2

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
; i.e., it must be that,

wAB2
�
wA1; w

��
B1

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
; FA1

�
� w��B2

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
; NEA

where �dB2 is a function of (wA1; FA1) ; (ii) MB and R1 obtain at least non-
negative gains from trade, i.e., GTB1 must be satis�ed, (iii) while negotiating
with MB ; R1 have no incentives to opt for break-down of negotiations between
MB and R2; i.e., (19) must be satis�ed, and (iv) MB and R1 cannot gain from
excluding MA; i.e., NDB1 must be satis�ed.
Lemma 3 implies that depending on the values of euMB and uMB ; di¤erent

continuation equilibria are possible. Thus, for the sake of exposition only, the
following assumption will be made.37

34See footnote ?
35Setting �dB1 � 0 is meant to satisfy the NDB1 constraint whenever exclusion of MA is

not possible.
36Since the contracts are three-part tari¤s and non-binding, then, even by deviating to

excusion of MA; R1 and MB will seek to maximize the joint pro�t of MB ; R1 and R2:
37 It can be shown that the analysis of the opposite case where euMB1 > uMB2 will result simply

in a di¤erent division of the gains from trade between MA and R1:
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Assumption A10. uMB � euMB :

Under this assumption, GTB1 boils down to G��B1(CA1) � 0: Furthermore,
A10 implies that in all continuation equilibria uR��1 (CA1) is given by (14) which
after substituting into (19) and rearranging the terms yields:

G��B1(CA1) �
euR1 � uR1

�B1
: GT��B1

Propositions 2 and 3 and the fact that �mA1 > �A1(wA1; wB2) imply thateuR1 > uR1 meaning that GT��B1 is stronger than GTB1: Taken all together, this
implies that in any equilibrium under study C���A1 must be a solution to the
following problem:

max
CA1

�
uR1�� (CA1)� buR1

��A1 �
uMA�� (CA1)

�1��A1
; P5

s:t: GT��B1; NEA and NDB1 hold

where uR1�� (CA1) is given by (14) while uMA�� (CA1) is given by:

uMA�� (CA1) = �MA
1 (wA1;w

��
B ) + (FA1 + SA1): (21)

Denote by (w���A1 ; F
���
A1 ) the conditional payment which maximizes the total

industry pro�t subject to the constraint that in the subsequent play of the game
R1; R2 andMB acting as a single entity cannot jointly gain from excludingMA;
i.e.,38

(w���A1 ; F
���
A1 ) = arg max

wA1;FA1
�(wA1;w

��
B

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
) P6

s:t: NEA and NDB1 hold.

Note that condition (14) implies that in equilibrium R1 obtains at least the
payo¤ uR1 and, moreover, a unit increase in the variable part of its payo¤ due
to the trade with MA increases its overall payo¤ by just �B1: This implies that
R1 can gain from trade with MA only if the variable part exceeds the valuebuR1�uR1

�B1
: Hence, as before, the gains from trade G��A1 (CA1) betweenMA and R1

can be de�ned as follows (using (13) and �(w) = e�(w) + �MA
1 (w)):

G��A1 (CA1) � uR1�� (CA1)� uR1

�B1
+ uMA�� (CA1)�

buR1 � uR1

�B1
= �(wA1;w

��
B )� dA1;

where

dA1 �
�
uR1 +

buR1 � uR1

�B1

�
+

�euMB +
uMB � euMB

1� �B2

�
; (22)

which is the sum of the disagreement payo¤s of all the parties involved in a
series of pair-wise negotiations. Denote by G���A1 the value of G

��
A1 (CA1) taken

for (wA1; FA1) = (w���A1 ; F
���
A1 ) ; i.e., G

���
A1 � ���� � dA1:

38Here, it is implied that �dB2 is a function of (wA1; FA1) :
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Next lemma characterizes the solution to P5.

Lemma 5 The solution to P5 exists if and only if:

G���A1 � max
�
0;
euR1 � buR1

�B1

�
; GTA1

in which case (wA1; FA1) = (w���A1 ; F
���
A1 ) : If GT

���
A1 satis�es the condition,

G���A1 � max
�
0;
euR1 � buR1

�A1�B1

�
; (23)

then S���A1 is set so that R1 and MA share their gains from trade according to
each party�s bargaining power; the equilibrium continuation then implies that
MA; R1; MB and R2 obtain the payo¤s,

uMA = (1� �A1)G���A1 ; (24)

uR1 = buR1 + �A1�B1G
���
A1 ; (25)

uMB = uMB + (1� �B1) (1� �B2)
�buR1 � uR1

�B1
+ �A1G

���
A1

�
; (26)

uR2 = (1� �B1)�B2
�

uMB � euMB

(1� �B1) (1� �B2)
+
buR1 � uR1

�B1
+ �A1G

���
A1

�
:(27)

If euR1 > buR1 and G���A1 satis�es the condition,

euR1 � buR1

�B1
� G���A1 <

euR1 � buR1

�A1�B1
; (28)

then S���A1 is set so that the GT
��
B1 constraint is binding; the equilibrium contin-

uation then implies that R1 obtains the payo¤ uR1 = euR1 while MA; MB and
R2 obtain the payo¤s,

uMA = G���A1 �
euR1 � buR1

�B1
; (29)

uMB = uMB + (1� �B1) (1� �B2)
euR1 � uR1

�B1
; (30)

uR2 = (1� �B1)�B2
�

uMB � euMB

(1� �B1) (1� �B2)
+
euR1 � uR1

�B1

�
: (31)

Proof. See Appendix E:
An immediate implication of lemma 5 is that in any equilibrium under study

the GTA1 constraint must necessarily hold. Since in general there is no system-
atic reason for this to be the case, we have:39

39As an example, choose �A1 so as to satisfy the condition �mB1 + �A1�A1(wA1; wB2) <
�mB1B2 (such �A1 always exists since �

m
B1B2 > �mB1). For such �A1 choose �

0
B1 so as to

satisfy the condition e� = 0 (this is always possible since e� is non-decreasing in �B1 and
equals to zero for �B1 su¢ ciently small). Set b� = 0: Using this and the de�nitions of uMB ;euMB ; buR1 and uR1 (see propositions 1, 2 and 4), it can be veri�ed that,
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Corollary In a framework of sequential contracting with competition being
present both upstream and downstream there do not always exist equilibria in
which the retailers carry the products of all their respective suppliers.

Note that this result holds regardless of whether the equilibrium outcome is
e¢ cient or not and is due entirely to multilateral contracting. More precisely,
this is because any party involved in negotiations with two (or more) counter-
parties cannot fully appropriate the bene�ts of individual trade with each of
them. This e¤ectively increases that party�s outside option of failing some ne-
gotiation(s) which in turn makes it somewhat di¢ cult to sustain the equilibrium
in which all the trade links are active.40 ,41

Another implication of lemma 5 is that the variable part (wA1; FA1) of the
equilibrium contract between MA and R1 must be a solution to P6: Since it is
somewhat di¢ cult to solve P6 for general demand functions, in what follows
two polar cases will be considered.
Suppose �rst that the NDB2 constraint is never binding, i.e., it is satis�ed for

any vector (wA1; ewB(wA1)) and any �dB2: This is likely to occur when the degree
of interbrand rivalry is low, i.e., when the sales of product B (through both retail
outlets) have a small impact on the sales of product A: Anticipating that, in
response to wA1; R1; R2 and MB will set the wholesale prices w��

B = ewB(wA1);
R1 and MA then set the wholesale price,

ewA1 = argmax
wA1

�(wA1; ewB(wA1));
and choose the conditional payment eFA1 so as to satisfy the NEA and NDB1
constraints taken for wA1 = ewA1 and wB = ewB( ewA1): This is similar to the
case when the manufacturers can distribute their products only through R1: In
both cases MA cannot alter the decision(s) of its rival (through the conditional
fee that it can extract from R1) to set the wholesale price(s) which are not the
best response(s) to wA1: Instead it chooses FA1 so as to render its exclusion
unpro�table for MB :
Suppose now that the NDB2 constraint is always binding which, in particu-

lar, implies thatR1; R2 andMB setwB = w��
B

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
wherew��

B

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
is a solution to P4: Consider now a marginal change in the total pro�ts d� follow-
ing a small increase in �dB2 while keeping wA1 constant. Since w

��
B

�
wA1;�

d
B2

�
is smooth di¤erentiable in �dB2; we have:

dA1 = �B2(wA1; wB2) +
�mB1B2 � (1� �B1)

�
�mB1 + �A1�A1(wA1; wB2)

�
�B1

:

It then follows that for any ���� > 0 there always exists �00B1 (su¢ ciently small) such that
dA1 > ����: Take �B1 � minf�0B1; �00B1g: To complete, for such �B1 choose �B2 so as to
satisfy the condition b� = 0 (which is always possible since b� is non-increasing in �B2 and
equals to zero for �B2 su¢ ciently close to one).
40For example, in any equilibrium in which R1 purchases from both manufacturers, it

receives just �A1�B1 of every unit increase in the gains from trade with MA while the rest
�A1(1��B1) bene�ts MB : Consequently, the value of its outside option rises by 1=�B1 in its
bargaining with MA:
41A similar e¤ect is also present in situations where competition exists at only one level

(e.g., as in Bedre (2009)), but there it is o¤set by an increase in total pro�ts when all �rms
stay active.
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d�(wA1;w
��
B ) =

�
@�(wA1;w

��
B )

@wB1

@w��B1
@�dB2

+
@�(wA1;w

��
B )

@wB2

@w��B2
@�dB2

�
d�dB2:

As it is shown in the proof of lemma 4, the solution to P4 must necessarily
satisfy the condition @e�(wA1;w��

B )
@wB1

= 0: Di¤erentiating this condition w.r.t. �dB2
and rearranging the terms yields:

@w��B1
@�dB2

= �

@2e�(wA1;w��
B )

@wB1@wB2

@2e�(wA1;w��
B )

@w2B1

@w��B2
@�dB2

:

Lemma 4 implies that @w
��
B2

@�dB2
< 0 while assumption A8 implies that @2e�

@w2B1
< 0:

It then follows that d�(wA1;w��
B ) < 0 if and only if: 

@2e�(w)
@wB1@wB2

@�(w)

@wB1
� @2e�(w)

@w2B1

@�(w)

@wB2

!
w=(wA1;w��

B )

> 0: (32)

Using the �rst order conditions to problem P442 and �(w) = e�(w) +
�MA
1 (w); one obtains:

@�(wA1;w
��
B )

@wB1
=

@�MA
1 (wA1;w

��
B )

@wB1
;

@�(wA1;w
��
B )

@wB2
=

@�MA
1 (wA1;w

��
B )

@wB2
+

 

1 +  

@�R1

A (wA1;1; w��B2)
@wB2

;

where  � 0 is the Lagrange multiplier to the NDB2 constraint in P4: Plugging
the above conditions into (32) and using that @�

R1
A (wA1;1;wB2)

@wB2
> 0 (which is

implied by assumption A4(iii)) yields:

 
@2e�(w)

@wB1@wB2

@�(w)

@wB1
� @2e�(w)

@w2B1

@�(w)

@wB2

!
w=(wA1;w��

B )

�
 

@2e�(w)
@wB1@wB2

@�MA
1 (w)

@wB1
� @2e�(w)

@w2B1

@�MA
1 (w)

@wB2

!
w=(wA1;w��

B )

:

Since �MA
1 (w) = (wA1 � cA) qA1(w); then, provided that wA1 > cA; the

condition,

@2e�(w)
@wB1@wB2

@qA1(w)

@wB1
� @2e�(w)

@w2B1

@qA1(w)

@wB2
> 0; (33)

ensures that d�(wA1;w��
B ) < 0:

In the linear demand function model there always exist parameter values for
which condition (33) is satis�ed. In particular, it is satis�ed when the degree of

42See Appendix D for more details.
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interbrand rivalry between the retailers is high, i.e., when the sales of product B
through R2 exert competitive pressure on the sales of product A through R1:43

De�ne the wholesale prices w��
B (wA1) that would be set by MB ; R1 and R2

acting as a single entity in a situation whereMB and R2 have minimal incentives
to deviate, i.e., w��

B (wA1) solves P4 for �dB2 = �B2 (wA1) where �B2 (wA1) is
given by (10) : Denote by wA1 the wholesale price which maximizes the total
pro�ts provided that MB ; R1 and R2 set wB =w��

B (wA1); i.e.,

wA1 = argmaxwA1
�(wA1;w

��
B (wA1)):

Assumption A11. wA1 > cA:

Note that the condition d�(wA1;w��
B ) < 0 implies that it is optimal to set

�dB2 at its lowest level. Since �
d
B2 is minimal for FA1 = 0 (for any given wA1)

and the NEA and NDB1 constraints are satis�ed for FA1 = 0; we can state:

Proposition 6 Suppose that condition (33) is satis�ed and assumption A11
holds. Then, any equilibrium in which both retailers carry the products of all
their respective suppliers implies thatMA demands no conditional payment from
R1; i.e., it sets FA1 = 0: Moreover, the equilibrium wholesale prices are given
by wA1 = wA1 and wBi = w��Bi(wA1) for each i = 1; 2:

Thus, when the intensity of interbrand rivalry between the retailers is strong,
MA and R1 seek to minimize the incentives of MB and R2 to decrease their
wholesale price. Intuitively, since wA1 and wB1 are typically strategic comple-
ments while wA1 and wB2 are typically strategic substitutes,44 MA and R1 would
jointly prefer MB and R2 to set a higher wholesale price (and thus contract the
sales of product B at the second store). More precisely, MA would prefer them
to do so because this would lessen the competitive pressure on its own product
and, moreover, allow for more coordination of the sales through R1:45 In its
turn, R1 would prefer MB to have less incentives to free-ride on their contract
because this would make it more tractable while negotiating price concessions.
By setting its conditional fee equal to zero, MA ensures that MB will not be
able to exclude it anyway. As long as the two brands compete vigorously while
being sold through di¤erent retailers, this decreases demand for the MB�s prod-
uct at the second store which in turn leads it to gain less from giving variable
discounts to R2: As a result, by securing the sales of product A; R1 and MA

per se reduce the bene�ts that MB could derive from distributing its product

43For example, in a linear model the inverse demand functions for products A1; B1 and
B2 are given by pA1 = 1 � qA1 � �qB1 � qB2; pB1 = 1 � qB1 � �qA1 � �qB2 and pB2 =
1�qB2��qB1�qA1; respectively, where �; �;  2 (0; 1): The parameters � and � measure the
degree of intrabrand and interbrand rivalry, respectively, while  re�ects interbrand rivalry
between R1 and R2; i.e., the demand e¤ect of the rival brand sold at the rival retailer.
Assuming quantity competition between the retailers, it can be veri�ed that (33) then boils
down to:

( � ��)
��
4� 2

� �
4(1� �2)�

�
�2 � 2�� + 2

��
� 8(�� �)2

�
> 2 (4� � �) (�� �)

�
�2 � 2�� + 2

�
;

which is satis�ed for  su¢ ciently large.
44See Assumption A6.
45This is because, in response to an increase in wB2; MA and MB would lower their whole-

sale prices for R1:
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through R2 and thus induce it to accept a lower wholesale price in negotiations
with R1 and set a higher wholesale price in negotiations with R2:
Moreover, as it is shown in the proof of lemma 5, the unconditional payment

by R1 is then equal to (using that FA1 = 0):

S���A1 =

�
(1� �A1)G���A1 � �M���

A1 ; if (23) holds

(G���A1 � euR1�buR1
�B1

)� �M���
A1 ; if (28) holds

:

The above condition implies that it is possible to have S���A1 < 0: For exam-
ple, this may happen when MA has a weak bargaining power, i.e., when �A1 is
su¢ ciently large. Alternatively, this may happen when the incremental contri-
bution of the MA�s product to the joint pro�ts of MB ; R1 and R2 is su¢ ciently
small, i.e.,

�
G���A1 �

euR1 � buR1

�B1

�
� �M���

A1 = e���� � �dA1 + euR1 � buR1

�B1

�
< 0:

In either case MA does not only demand any �xed payment from R1 but itself
pays to R1 for distributing its product. The intuition is that MB ; R1 and R2
may obtain a higher value of their joint trilateral pro�ts by selling only product
B in both retail outlets. Hence, MA may be willing to pay upfront in order to
compensate the three �rms for the negative impact of the sales of its product
on the sales of product B:

5 Conclusion

The paper highlights the role of vertical contracts in a situation where com-
petition exists between both upstream and downstream �rms, and both sides
wield some bargaining power. As mentioned earlier, much of the literature on
vertical contracting assumes that one of the markets is e¤ectively monopolized.
Yet, there is a plenty of evidence showing that competition is present in an
increasing number of markets, though it may take place between a small num-
ber of strategic players. Moreover, many industries are better characterized as
successive oligopolies with �interlocking relationships�. This raises the issue of
whether the results obtained in the literature will carry over to a more sophis-
ticated environment in which upstream �rms have alternatives in distributing
their products and conversely downstream �rms have alternatives in choosing
their sources of supply. The present paper makes a start in this direction.
More precisely, it develops the framework of sequential bilateral negotia-

tions between two rival manufacturers and two competing retailers with only
one manufacturer negotiating with both retailers and only one retailer purchas-
ing from both manufacturers. The main focus of the analysis is on the contracts
that include an upfront payment and a quantity discount (i.e., two-part tari¤),
since they are common in many industries characterized by vertical relation-
ships. In contrast to the extant literature, the paper shows that even if such
contracts are renegotiable, they are no longer su¢ cient to maintain retail prices
at monopoly levels. Moreover, the market outcome does not necessarily involve
that all trade links are active, i.e., it can be that in all equilibria retailers carry
the brands of some manufacturers only. The paper also sheds some light on the
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role of slotting allowances in multilateral vertical contracting. More precisely,
it extends the result obtained in the literature that a manufacturer may use
them as a means to dampen intrabrand rivalry to a more general setting. On
the other hand, it provides a new result that a manufacturer having a smaller
distribution network may use slotting fees as a means of compensation for the
negative impact of the sales of its product on the total pro�ts from selling the
product of its rival having a larger distribution network. Thereby, it formal-
izes the idea that slotting allowances may be paid for having a manufacturer�s
product to remain on the retailer�s shelves.
Although the analysis has been performed for a given order of negotiations,

the qualitative insights seem robust to alternative speci�cations of the order of
negotiations. My conjecture is that even in those cases the �rms will still fail to
maintain prices at monopoly levels (provided that the three links are active).46

This is because three-part tari¤s do not su¢ ce to eliminate interbrand rivalry,
in particular, between di¤erent retailers which provides each manufacturer with
the incentives to free-ride on the margin(s) of its rival. Likewise, it will not
always be the case that all links are active in equilibrium. Because of contractual
externalities a �rm negotiating with two (or more) counterparties cannot fully
appropriate the bene�ts of individual trade with each of them. Consequently,
regardless of the order of negotiations it may have incentives to fail some of
them.
The results have important implications for competition authorities. In par-

ticular, they suggest that the impact of slotting allowances may be less anti-
competitive when competition exists both upstream and downstream. This is
more relevant for situations where the intensity of interbrand rivalry between
retailers is strong. The point is that even if each manufacturer can suppress
rivalry between retailers carrying its own brand (by means of three-part tari¤s)
and in its turn each retailer (acting as a common agent) can lessen competition
between competing brands, there still remains competition between brands sold
at di¤erent retail outlets which exerts downward pressure on prices. Finally, the
analysis suggests that slotting fees may be used to ensure that a retailer does
not remove a manufacturer�s product from its store.

Appendix

A. Proof of Proposition 2

When R1 acts as the sole distributor for both manufacturers, its demand
for products A and B is de�ned as the limit case of retail competition when R2
faces the distribution cost wB2 = 1: Speci�cally, denote by eqk1 (wA1; wB1) �
qk1 (wA1; wB1;1) the R1�s demand function for each product k = fA;Bg and
by e�R1

k (wA1; wB1) � �R1

k (wA1; wB1;1) its �ow pro�t from selling product k:

�R1

k (wA1; wB1;1) = eRk1 (eqA1 (wA1; wB1) ; eqB1 (wA1; wB1))�wk1eqk1 (wA1; wB1) ;
where eRk1 (qA1; qB1) � Rk1 (qA1; qB1; 0) : Likewise, the Mk�s �ow pro�t is given
by:

46Although the exact level of prices depends on the order of negotiations.
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e�Mk (wA1; wB1) � (wk1 � ck) eqk1 (wA1; wB1) :
If R1 purchases positive quantities from bothMA andMB ; it gets the overall

pro�t:

euR1 (CA1; CB1) =
X

k=A;B

e�R1

k (wA1; wB1)� (Fk1 + Sk1); (34)

while each Mk gets the overall pro�t:

euMk (CA1; CB1) = e�Mk (wA1; wB1) + (Fk1 + Sk1) : (35)

If insteadR1 chooses to carry only brand k (alternatively, it has signed a contract
only with Mk); its overall pro�t is:

euR1

k (Ck1) = e�R1

k (wk1;1)� (Fk1 + Sk1) ;
while the Mk�s overall pro�t is:

euMk

k (Ck1) = e�Mk (wk1;1) + (Fk1 + Sk1) :
If all the active �rms could fully coordinate their decisions, they would seek

to maximize their joint pro�ts given by:

�A1B1 (wA1; wB1) =
X

k=A;B

eRk1 (eqA1 (wA1; wB1) ; eqB1 (wA1; wB1))�ckeqk1 (wA1; wB1) :
In what follows, it will be assumed that the wholesale prices equal to mar-

ginal costs su¢ ce to achieve the monopoly pro�t, i.e., �A1B1 (cA; cB) = �mA1B1:

Common agency equilibria

In any such equilibrium R1 will �nd it pro�table to carry brands A and B
if, by doing so, it earns the pro�t that is not only non-negative, but also higher
than the pro�t it could earn by carrying only one of them. This implies that
contracts CA1 and CB1 must satisfy the following three conditions:

X
k=A;B

e�R1

k (wA1; wB1)� Fk1 � 0; IPAB

� e�R1

A (wA1;1)� FA1; ICABB
� e�R1

B (wB1;1)� FB1: ICABA

Since products A and B are imperfect substitutes, removing one of them
increases the pro�t from selling the other. This allows R1 to behave oppor-
tunistically and guarantee itself positive pro�ts.

Lemma 1 In any common agency equilibrium R1 earns positive pro�ts.

Proof. Suppose instead that R1 earns zero, i.e.,X
k=A;B

e�R1

k (wA1; wB1)� Fk1 = 0: (36)
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Summing up ICABA and ICABB and using (36) yields:

e�R1

A (wA1;1) + e�R1

B (wB1;1) � e�R1

A (wA1; wB1) + e�R1

B (wA1; wB1) : (37)

The assumption of imperfect substitutability of A and B; in particular, im-
plies:

eRk1 (eqA1 (wA1; wB1) ; eqB1 (wA1; wB1)) < eRk1 (eqk1 (wA1; wB1) ; 0) ; (38)

for each k = fA;Bg. Using (38) and the fact that e�R1

k (wk1;1) is maximal foreqk1 (wk1;1) ; one obtains:
e�R1

k (wA1; wB1) = eRk1 (eqA1 (wA1; wB1) ; eqB1 (wA1; wB1))� wk1eqk1 (wA1; wB1)
< eRk1 (eqk1 (wA1; wB1) ; 0)� wk1eqk1 (wA1; wB1)
� eRk1 (eqk1 (wk1;1) ; 0)� wk1eqk1 (wk1;1)
= e�R1

k (wk1;1) ;

for each k = fA;Bg: This is a contradiction to (37) :
Lemma A1 thus implies that in any common agency equilibrium the IPAB

constraint is not binding and thus can be omitted in the subsequent analysis.
Suppose now that MA and R1 have signed a contract CA1: Taken CA1 as

given, MB and R1 sign the contract C�B1 which is a solution to the generalized
Nash bargaining problem provided that the R1�s disagreement payo¤ is �A1�mA1
(this is what R1 would get while renegotiating withMA if negotiations withMB

failed) while the MB�s disagreement payo¤ is zero.47 Since R1 will accept to
carry both products only if ICABA and ICABB are satis�ed, then in any common
agency equilibrium C�B1 must solve the following problem:

max
CB1

�euR1 (CA1; CB1)� �A1�mA1
��B1 �euMB (CA1; CB1)

�1��B1 PA1

s:t: ICABA and ICABB hold.

Denote by eGB1(CA1; wB1) the gains from trade between MB and R1; i.e.,

eGB1(CA1; wB1) � e�B1 (wA1; wB1)� (FA1 + SA1)� �A1�mA1;
where e�B1 (wA1; wB1) is the sum of the �ow pro�ts of MB and R1:

e�B1 (wA1; wB1) = e�R1

A (wA1; wB1) + e�R1

B (wA1; wB1) + e�MB (wA1; wB1) :

Denote by w�B1 the wholesale price which maximizes e�B1 (wA1; wB1) subject
to the ICABA constraint, i.e.,

w�B1 = argmax
wB1

e�B1 (wA1; wB1) ; PA2

s:t: ICABA holds

47Since, by assumption, MB has already failed to reach an agreement with R2; then the
failure to reach an agreement with R1 leavesMB with no channels for distributing its product.
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Provided that eGB1(CA1; w�B1) � 0; the solution C�B1 implies (i) the wholesale
price is equal to w�B1; (ii) the conditional fee F

�
B1 is set so as to satisfy IC

AB
B

for wB1 = w�B1; i.e.,

F �B1 � e�R1

A (wA1; w
�
B1) + e�R1

B (wA1; w
�
B1)� e�R1

A (wA1;1) ;
and (iii) the unconditional fee S�B1 is set so that R1 and MB divide their gains
from trade according to each party�s bargaining power, i.e.,

F �B1 + S
�
B1 = (1� �B1) eGB1(CA1; w�B1)� e�MB (wA1; w

�
B1) ;

and obtain the following payo¤s:

euR1 (CA1; C�B1) = �A1�
m
A1 + �B1 eGB1(CA1; w�B1);euMB (CA1; C�B1) = (1� �B1) eGB1(CA1; w�B1);

respectively.
Consider now problem PA2 : Di¤erentiating e�B1 (wA1; wB1) w.r.t. wB1 and

using the envelop theorem yields:48

@e�B1 (wA1; wB1)
@wB1

=
@

@wB1

�e�R1

A (wA1; wB1) + e�R1

B (wA1; wB1) + e�MB (wA1; wB1)
�

= (wB1 � cB)
@eqB1 (wA1; wB1)

@wB1
:

By assumption A3, @eqB1(wA1;wB1)
@wB1

< 0 and, therefore, e�B1 (wA1; wB1) is
maximal for wB1 = cB :
Write now the ICABA constraint as follows:

e�R1

A (wA1; wB1) + e�R1

B (wA1; wB1)� e�R1

B (wB1;1) � FA1: (39)

Di¤erentiating the left hand side of (39) and again using the envelop theorem
leads to:

@

@wB1

�e�R1

A (wA1; wB1) + e�R1

B (wA1; wB1)� e�R1

B (wB1;1)
�

= �eqB1 (wA1; wB1) + eqB1 (wB1;1) :
Since products A and B are imperfect substitutes, then eqB1 (1; wB1) >eqB1 (wA1; wB1) and, therefore, the left hand side of (39) is increasing in wB1:

Thus, the set of wholesale prices satisfying ICABA is the set fwB1 : wB1 �ewB1g where ewB1 is the wholesale price for which ICABA binds. Given thate�B1 (wA1; wB1) is maximal for wB1 = cB ; the solution to PA2 can be written as:

w�B1 = maxfcB ; ewB1g:
The above condition implies that in any common agency equilibrium MB

and R1 never set the wholesale price below the marginal cost, while if they set
it above cB then ICABA must necessarily be binding.

48Since the R1�s pro�ts are maximal for eqA1 (wA1; wB1) and eqB1 (wA1; wB1) ; then
@

@wk1

�e�R1A (wA1; wB1) + e�R1B (wA1; wB1)
�
= �eqk1 (wA1; wB1) :
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Instead of inducing a continuation equilibrium in which R1 carries both
products (by setting wB1 = w�B1); MB and R1 might deviate by setting wB1
below w�B1 and thus induce a continuation equilibrium in which R1 carries only
product B: In particular, if it were w�B1 > cB then such a pair-wise deviation
would always be pro�table since, by doing so,MB and R1 could not only increase
their joint variable pro�ts but also economize on the �xed payment toMA:Given
that the joint pro�ts of MB and R1 are maximal for wB1 = cB ; this is the only
candidate for equilibrium. The following lemma con�rms this intuition.

Lemma 2 In any common agency equilibrium w�B1 = cB :

Proof. Suppose instead that w�B1 = ewB1 > cB which implies that ICABA is
binding, i.e.,

FA1 = e�R1

A (wA1; w
�
B1) + e�R1

B (wA1; w
�
B1)� e�R1

B (w�B1;1) : (40)

By setting w�B1 = ewB1; MB and R1 obtain the joint pro�ts (using (40)):

euR1 (CA1; C�B1) + euMB (CA1; C�B1) = e�R1

B (w�B1;1) + e�MB (wA1; w
�
B1)� SA1:

Since w�B1 > cB and @eqB1(wA1;wB1)
@wA1

> 0; the function e�MB (wA1; w
�
B1) =

(w�B1 � cB)eqB1 (wA1; w�B1) is increasing in wA1 and, therefore:
euR1 (CA1; C�B1) + euMB (CA1; C�B1) < e�R1

B (w�B1;1) + e�MB (w�B1;1)� SA1
< �mB1 � SA1:

If insteadMB and R1 wish to induce a continuation equilibrium in which R1
carries only brand B; they must sign a contract CB1 which satis�es the following
constraints:

e�R1

B (wB1;1)� FB1 � 0; IPB

� e�R1

A (wA1;1)� FA1; ICBA

�
X

k=A;B

e�R1

k (wA1; wB1)� Fk1: ICBAB

Note that ICBAB is satis�ed as long as IC
AB
A is violated. In particular, it is

satis�ed for wB1 = cB < w�B1. Note also that IP
B and ICBA can be satis�ed by

an appropriate choice of FB1 while SB1 can be chosen so as to divide the gains
from trade according to the parties�relative bargaining power. This implies that
in the most pro�table deviation MB and R1 jointly obtain the pro�t �mB1 �
SA1 which in turn implies that a wholesale price w�B1 > cB can never be an
equilibrium.
It remains to check that w�B1 = cB constitutes a continuation equilibrium.

In that case the most pro�table deviation of MB and R1 involve their cutting
the wholesale price to below ewB1(� cB): By applying a similar reasoning as
before, it can be veri�ed that, by doing so, MB and R1 can jointly obtain at
most the pro�t e�R1

B ( ewB1;1) + e�MB ( ewB1;1)� SA1: On the other hand, ICABA
taken for w�B1 = cB implies:

FA1 � e�R1

A (wA1; cB) + e�R1

B (wA1; cB)� e�R1

B (cB ;1) :
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Using the above condition and e�MB (wA1; cB) = 0 leads to:

euR1 (CA1; C�B1) + euMB (CA1; C�B1) = e�R1

A (wA1; cB) + e�R1

B (wA1; cB)� (FA1 + SA1)
� e�R1

B (cB ;1)� SA1:

Since e�R1

B (cB ;1) = �mB1 � e�R1

B ( ewB1;1) + e�MB ( ewB1;1); the above condition
implies that MB and R1 cannot gain from such a deviation.
Anticipating the contract C�B1 that will be signed byMB and R1 afterwards,

MA and R1 sign the contract C�A1 which solves the generalized Nash bargaining
problem provided that the R1�s disagreement payo¤ is �B1�mB1 (this is what R1
would get while renegotiating withMB if negotiations withMA failed) while the
MA�s disagreement payo¤ is zero (this is becauseMA and R1 are not allowed to
renegotiate at any time). Furthermore, if MA and R1 wish to induce a continu-
ation equilibrium in which R1 carries the products of both manufacturers, CA1
must also satisfy the following two conditions: (i) it must secure the R1�s incen-
tives to carry brand A; i.e., it must satisfy ICABA taken for wB1 = cB which, using
that e�B1 (wA1; cB) = e�RA1 (wA1; cB) + e�RB1 (wA1; cB) and e�R1

B (cB ;1) = �mB1;
boils down to:

e�B1 (wA1; cB)� FA1 ��mB1 � 0; ICABA (cB)

and (ii) it must ensure that MB and R1 obtain non-negative gains from trade
evaluated for w�B1 = cB :

eGB1(CA1; cB) = e�B1 (wA1; cB)� (FA1 + SA1)� �A1�mA1 � 0: GTB1(cB)

Taken together, this implies that in any common agency equilibrium C�A1
must be a solution to the following problem:

max
CA1

�euR1 (CA1; C�B1)� �B1�mB1
��A1 �euMA (CA1; C�B1)

�1��A1 PA3

s:t: ICABA (cB) and GTB1(cB) hold

where euMA (CA1; C�B1) is given by:

euMA (CA1; C�B1) = e�MA (wA1; cB) + (FA1 + SA1) ; (41)

while euR1 (CA1; C�B1) is given by:

euR1 (CA1; C�B1) = �A1�
m
A1 + �B1

eGB1(CA1; cB) (42)

= �B1�
m
B1 + �B1

�e�B1 (wA1; cB)� (FA1 + SA1)� edA1� ;
where

edA1 � �mB1 � (1� �B1)�A1�B1
�mA1:

Note that what matters for the solution to PA3 is the sum FA1 + SA1 rather
than the individual values of FA1 and SA1: This, in particular, implies that FA1
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can always be chosen so as to satisfy ICABA (cB) while SA1 can then be adjusted
so as to achieve the optimal value of FA1 + SA1: As a consequence, ICABA (cB)
can be omitted while solving PA3 :
Using (41) and (42) ; the Lagrange function L for PA3 writes as (denoting by

sA1 � FA1 + SA1):

L =
�e�B1 (wA1; cB)� sA1 � edA1��A1 �e�MA (wA1; cB) + sA1

�1��A1
+ 

�e�B1 (wA1; cB)� sA1 � �A1�mA1� ;
where  � 0 is the Lagrange multiplier to GTB1(cB): Di¤erentiating L w.r.t.
wA1 and sA1 yields the following �rst order conditions:

@L
@wA1

=

24�A1 e�MA (wA1; cB) + sA1e�B1 (wA1; cB)� sA1 � edA1
!1��A1

+  

35 @e�B1 (wA1; cB)
@wA1

(43)

+(1� �A1)
 e�B1 (wA1; cB)� sA1 � edA1e�MA (wA1; cB) + sA1

!�A1
@e�MA (wA1; cB)

@wA1
= 0;

and

@L
@sA1

= � � �A1

 e�MA (wA1; cB) + sA1e�B1 (wA1; cB)� sA1 � edA1
!1��A1

(44)

+(1� �A1)
 e�B1 (wA1; cB)� sA1 � edA1e�MA (wA1; cB) + sA1

!�A1
= 0:

Plugging (44) into (43) yields (by omitting the term 1� �A1 > 0): e�B1 (wA1; cB)� sA1 � edA1e�MA (wA1; cB) + sA1

!�A1
@

@wA1

�e�B1 (wA1; cB) + e�MA (wA1; cB)
�
= 0:

Since the �rst term in brackets in the above expression is strictly positive,
we have (using the envelope theorem):

@

@wA1

�e�B1 (wA1; cB) + e�MA (wA1; cB)
�

=
@

@wB1

�e�R1

A (wA1; cB) + e�R1

B (wA1; cB)

+ e�MA
1 (wA1; cB)

�
= (wA1 � cA)

@eqA1 (wA1; cB)
@wA1

= 0;

which, given that @eqA1(wA1;wB1)@wA1
< 0; implies that w�A1 = cA: In other words,MA

and R1 set the wholesale price equal to the marginal cost regardless of whether
GTB1(cB) is binding or not. This, in particular, implies that e�MA (cA; cB) = 0
and e�B1 (cA; cB) = e�RA1 (wA1; cB) + e�RB1 (wA1; cB) = �mA1B1:
Case 1 GTB1(cB) is slack and, therefore,  = 0: Plugging  = 0 into (44)

and rearranging the terms yields (since e�MA (cA; cB) = 0 and e�B1 (cA; cB) =
�mA1B1):

s�A1 = (1� �A1)
�
�mA1B1 � edA1� ;
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which implies that R1; MA and MB respectively obtain the following payo¤s:

euR1 = �A1�
m
A1 + �B1

eGB1(cA; cB);euMA = �mA1B1 � �A1�mA1 � eGB1(cA; cB);euMB = (1� �B1) eGB1(cA; cB);
where

eGB1(cA; cB) = e�B1 (cA; cB)� s�A1 � �A1�mA1
= �A1

�
�mA1B1 �

1� �A1 + �A1�B1
�B1

�mA1

�
+ (1� �A1)�mB1 > 0:

Case 2 GTB1(cB) binds which implies that e�B1 (cA; cB)�s�A1��A1�mA1 = 0
while  is then given by:

 =
(1� �A1)

�
�mA1B1 � edA1�� s�A1

(s�A1)
�A1

�
�mA1B1 � s�A1 � edA1�1��A1 :

Using that s�A1 = �
m
A1B1 � �A1�mA1; the condition  � 0 implies that

(1� �A1)
�
�mA1B1 � edA1�� (�mA1B1 � �A1�mA1) � 0 ()eGB1(cA; cB) � 0:

One can verify that in that case R1; MA and MB obtain the payo¤s euR1 =
�A1�

m
A1; euMA = �mA1B1 � �A1�mA1 and euMB = 0 respectively.

Besides inducing common agency continuation equilibrium (hereafter alter-
native 1) MA and R1 have other alternatives: they can fail their negotiations
in which case R1 gets the payo¤ �B1�mB1 while MA gets zero (hereafter alterna-
tive 2); they can induce a breakdown of negotiations between MB and R149 in
which case R1 gets the payo¤ �A1�mA1 while MA gets the payo¤ (1� �A1)�mA1
(hereafter alternative 3).
Consider �rst the preferred ranking of the alternatives from the point of view

of R1: If eGB1(cA; cB) > 0; then alternative 1 gives R1 the payo¤:
euR1 = �B1�

m
B1 + �A1�B1

�
�mA1B1 � edA1� > �B1�

m
B1:

Otherwise, it obtains the payo¤ euR1 = �A1�
m
A1 > �B1�

m
B1:

50 Hence, R1 always
prefers alternative 1 to alternative 2. Furthermore, since euR1 � �A1�

m
A1; then

alternative 1 is the most preferred for R1:

49 It su¢ ces to set (FA1 + SA1) su¢ ciently large so that MB and R1 can never obtain
non-negative gains from trade.
50Since the products are imperfect substitutes, then �mA1B1 > �mk1 for k = fA;Bg which

taken with the condition eGB1(cA; cB) � 0 yields:
�mk1 <

�
1 +

(1� �A1) (1� �B1)
�B1

�
�mA1 �

1� �A1
�A1

�mB1;

for k = fA;Bg: Taken for k = A; this condition implies that �B1�mB1 < (1� �B1)�A1�mA1 <
�A1�

m
A1 while, taken for k = B; it implies that �B1�mB1 < (1� �A1 + �A1�B1)�A1�mA1 <

�A1�
m
A1:
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Let us now turn to MA: Note that alternative 2 is its least preferred since
any other alternatives gives it a larger payo¤. Furthermore, if eGB1(cA; cB) � 0;
then MA is always better o¤ with alternative 1 rather than with alternative 3.
In contrast, if eGB1(cA; cB) > 0; it prefers alternative 3 to alternative 1 whenever
the following condition is satis�ed:

(1� �A1)�mA1 > �mA1B1 � �A1�mA1 � eGB1(cA; cB)
or

�A1

�
�mA1B1 �

1� �A1 + �A1�B1
�B1

�mA1 +
1� �A1
�A1

�mB1

�
> �mA1B1 ��mA1:

Thus, both common agency and exclusive equilibria are possible in that case.

B. Proof of Lemma 2

Denote by wcki and F
c
ki the wholesale price and the conditional payment,

respectively, for each product ki = fA1; B1; B2g in a candidate equilibrium in
which wcBi > cB for each i = 1; 2 and let wBcB2 � wBB2 (w

c
1; F

c
B1) and w

Ac
B2 �

wAB2 (w
c
1; F

c
A1) : Note that the condition w

Ac
B2 > maxf bwB2;wBcB2g; in particular,

implies that wAcB2 > w
Bc
B2: Consider now a pair-wise deviation in which MB and

R2 set wB2 slightly below wAcB2: As long as w
c
Bi > cB for i = 1; 2; such a deviation

would always be pro�table provided that, as a response to it, R1 removed just
product A: Indeed, in that case MB and R2 would jointly obtain the pro�ts:

b� �1; wcB1;wAcB2�+ (F cB1 + ScB1) =
X
i=1;2

�MB
i

�
1; wcB1;wAcB2

�
+ �R2

B

�
1; wcB1;wAcB2

�
+(F cB1 + S

c
B1):

By assumption A4(ii), @�
R2
B

@wA1
> 0: Furthermore, assumption A3(ii) implies

that @qBi
@wA1

> 0 which, taken with the fact that wcBi > cB ; yields:

@�MB
i

@wA1
= (wcBi � cB)

@qBi
@wA1

> 0;

for each i = 1; 2: It then immediately follows that b� �1; wcB1;wAcB2� > b� �wcA1; wcB1;wAcB2� :
It remains to verify that, by setting wB2 below wAcB2; MB and R2 indeed

induce a continuation equilibrium in which R1 carries only product B: Since
the R2�s participation is always secured, this would be the case only if the
following three constraints were satis�ed:

�R1

B (1; w
c
B1; wB2)� F cB1 > 0; PCB1

> �R1

A (w
c
A1;1; wB2)� F cA1; ICBA1

>
X

k=A;B

�R1

k (wcA1; w
c
B1; wB2)� F ck1: ICBAB1
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ICBAB1 implies that R1 earns a higher pro�t by selling product B alone rather
than by selling it together with product A while ICBA implies that doing so is
more pro�table than selling only product A: Finally, PCB implies that selling
product B is also more pro�table than selling none of the products.
Note that ICBAB1 is the reverse of IC

AB
A1 and, therefore, it is always satis�ed

for wB2 < wAcB2: Hence, it remains to check that PC
B
1 and IC

B
A1 are also satis�ed

for wB2 < wAcB2:

Check of PCB1
Using the de�nition of wBcB2; we have:

F cB1 = �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2) + �

R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1;1;wBcB2): (45)

Plugging the above condition into the left hand side of PCB1 yields:

�R1

B (1; w
c
B1; wB2)� F cB1 =

�
�R1

A (w
c
A1;1;wBcB2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2)
�

+
�
�R1

B (1; w
c
B1; wB2)� �R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2)
�
:

Note that assumption A5 taken for hj = A1 and ki = B1 implies that

�R1

A (w
c
A1;1;wBcB2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2) > 0: (46)

De�ne now the function �(wB2) as follows:

�(wB2) � �R1

B (1; w
c
B1; wB2)� �R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2):

Assumption A5, when it is taken for hj = B1 and ki = A1; implies that

�(wBcB2) = �R1

B (1; w
c
B1;w

Bc
B2)� �R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2) > 0; (47)

and, when it is taken for hj = B1 and ki = B2; implies that

@�(wB2)

@wB2
=
@�R1

B (1; wcB1; wB2)
@wB2

> 0: (48)

Using (47) and (48) ; one obtains that �(wB2) > 0 for any wB2 � wBcB2 which,
taken with (46) ; implies that PCB1 is satis�ed for any wB2 2 [wBcB2;wAcB2):

Check of ICBA1
Write ICBA1 as follows:

� (wB2) � �R1

B (1; w
c
B1; wB2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1;1; wB2) + F cA1 � F cB1 > 0: (49)

Using the de�nition of wAcB2; we have:

F cA1 = �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Ac
B2) + �

R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

B (1; w
c
B1;w

Ac
B2): (50)

Plugging (45) and (50) into (49) and rearranging the terms yields:
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� (wB2) = �A (wB2) + �B (wB2) ; (51)

where

�A (wB2) �
�
�R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2)
�

�
�
�R1

A (w
c
A1;1; wB2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1;1;wBcB2)

�
;

and

�B (wB2) �
�
�R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2)
�

�
�
�R1

B (1; w
c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

B (1; w
c
B1; wB2)

�
:

Using that �R1

A (1; wcB1;wAcB2) = �R1

A (1; wcB1; wB2) = 0; �A (wB2) can be
written as:

�A (wB2) =
h�
�R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1; wB2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2)
�

�
�
�R1

A (w
c
A1;1; wB2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1;1;wBcB2)

�i
+
h�
�R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1; wB2)

�
�
�
�R1

A (1; w
c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

A (1; w
c
B1; wB2)

�i
:

Routing calculations yield:

�
�R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1; wB2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2)
�

�
�
�R1

A (w
c
A1;1; wB2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1;1;wBcB2)

�
= �

Z 1

wcB1

dwB1

Z wB2

wBc
B2

dw0B2
@�R1

A (w
c
A1; wB1; w

0
B2)

@wB1@w0B2
;

and

�
�R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

A (w
c
A1; w

c
B1; wB2)

�
�
�
�R1

A (1; w
c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

A (1; w
c
B1; wB2)

�
= �

Z 1

wcA1

dwA1

Z wAc
B2

wB2

dw0B2
@�R1

A (wA1; w
c
B1; w

0
B2)

@wA1@w0B2
:

Hence,

�A (wB2) = �
Z 1

wcB1

dwB1

Z wB2

wBc
B2

dw0B2
@�R1

A (w
c
A1; wB1; w

0
B2)

@wB1@w0B2
(52)

�
Z 1

wcA1

dwA1

Z wAc
B2

wB2

dw0B2
@�R1

A (wA1; w
c
B1; w

0
B2)

@wA1@w0B2
:
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Using that �R1

B (w
c
A1;1; wB2) = �R1

B (w
c
A1;1;wBcB2) = 0; �B1 (wB2) can be

written as:

�B (wB2) �
h�
�R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Ac
B2)� �R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1; wB2)

�
�
�
�RB1(1; wcB1;wAcB2)� �R1

B (1; w
c
B1; wB2)

�i
+
h�
�R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1; wB2)� �R1

B (w
c
A1; w

c
B1;w

Bc
B2)
�

�
�
�R1

B (w
c
A1;1; wB2)� �R1

B (w
c
A1;1;wBcB2)

�i
:

By performing similar calculations as in case for �A (wB2) ; it can be checked
that

�B (wB2) = �
Z 1

wcA1

dwA1

Z wAc
B2

wB2

dw0B2
@�R1

B (wA1; w
c
B1; w

0
B2)

@wA1@w0B2
(53)

�
Z 1

wcB1

dwB1

Z wB2

wBc
B2

dw0B2
@�R1

B (w
c
A1; wB1; w

0
B2)

@wB1@w0B2
:

Plugging (52) and (53) into (51) and rearranging the terms yields:

� (wB2) = �
Z 1

wcA1

dwA1

Z wAc
B2

wB2

dw0B2

 
@�R1

A (wA1; w
c
B1; w

0
B2)

@wA1@w0B2
+
@�R1

B (wA1; w
c
B1; w

0
B2)

@wA1@w0B2

!

�
Z 1

wcB1

dwB1

Z wB2

wBc
B2

dw0B2

 
@�R1

A (w
c
A1; wB1; w

0
B2)

@wB1@w0B2
+
@�R1

B (w
c
A1; wB1; w

0
B2)

@wB1@w0B2

!
:

By assumption A4(iv), both terms in brackets in the above condition are
strictly negative which implies that � (wB2) > 0 for any wB2 2 [wBcB2;wAcB2):

C. Proof of lemma 3

Note �rst that as long as a pair of wholesale prices wB = (wB1; wB2) satis�es
the NDB2 constraint then in the subsequent stage of the game R2 and MB will
not deviate by decreasing their wholesale price below wB2: In which case setting
FB1 equal to:

FB1 =
X

k=A;B

�Rk1(wA1; wB1; wB2)� �RA1 (wA1;1; wB2) ; (54)

also ensures that NDB2 is satis�ed for such (wB1; wB2) :
Note next that, as long as w�B2 = wB2 is given, the maximand in P3 as well as

the GTB2 constraint depends only on the sum sB1 � FB1+SB1 rather than on
the individual values of SB1 and FB1: Hence, instead of optimizing with respect
to (wB1; FB1; SB1) one can optimize with respect to (wB1; wB2; sB1) and then
recover FB1 by using (54) and SB1 by setting SB1 = sB1 � FB1:
Using (9) and (7) ; it can be veri�ed that,
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uMB� (CA1; CB1)�uMB = (1� �B2)
hb�(w1; w�B2) + (FB1 + SB1)� dB1i ; (55)

where

dB1 � euMB +
uMB � euMB

1� �B2
: (56)

Likewise, using (11) ; (12) and (56) ; it can be veri�ed that,

uR1� (CA1; CB1)� uR1 = G�B1 (CA1;wB)� b�(wA1;wB)� (FB1 + SB1) + dB1;
(57)

where

G�B1 (CA1;wB) � e�(wA1;wB)� (FA1 + SA1)� �uR1 + euMB +
uMB � euMB

1� �B2

�
:

Substituting (55) and (57) into P3 gives rise to the following problem (using
that sB1 � FB1 + SB1):

max
wB ;sB1

�
G�B1 (CA1;wB)� b�(wA1;wB)� sB1 + dB1��B1 PC

�
�b�(wA1;wB) + sB1 � dB1�1��B1 ;

s:t: GTB2 and NDB2 hold for wBB2 = wB2

Since sB1 enters into GTB2; two cases need to be distinguished.

Case 1 GTB2 is not binding

This implies that GTB2 can be omitted. Unconstrained maximization w.r.t.
sB1 then yields:

sB1 = (1� �B1)G�B1 (CA1;wB)�
�b�(wA1;wB)� dB1� (58)

Plugging the above condition into problem PC gives rise to problem P4: It
is left for the reader to verify that when sA1 is given by (58) and wB = w��

B

where w��
B is a solution to P4; the payo¤s of R1 and MB are given by (14) and

(15) ; respectively.
The solution is valid only if the following two conditions are satis�ed: (i) R1

andMB obtain non-negative gains from trade, i.e., G��B1(CA1) � G�B1 (CA1;w��
B ) �

0; and (ii) R2 and MB obtain non-negative gains from trade (i.e., NDB2 is sat-
is�ed). Plugging (58) into (7) and evaluating it for wB = w��

B gives rise to:

G��B2(CA1) = b�(wA1;w��
B ) + sB1 (CA1;w��

B )� euMB

=
uMB � euMB

1� �B2
+ (1� �B1)G��B1(CA1) � 0;

which yields:
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G��B1(CA1) �
euMB � uMB

(1� �B1) (1� �B2)
: (59)

Taken with G��B1(CA1) � 0, the above condition implies that in optimum
GTB2 is not binding if and only if:

G��B1(CA1) � max
�
0;

euMB � uMB

(1� �B1) (1� �B2)

�
:

Case 2 GTB2 is binding

This implies that the following condition must be satis�ed (using that sB1 �
FB1 + SB1);

b�(wA1;wB) + sB1 � euMB = 0;

which yields:

sB1 = �
�b�(wA1;wB)� euMB

�
: (60)

Plugging (60) into (55) yields uMB� (CA1; CB1) = euMB while plugging it into
(57) yields:

uR1� (CA1; CB1) = G��B1 (CA1;wB)�
euMB � uMB

1� �B2
:

Since uMB� (CA1; CB1) = euMB while uR1� (CA1; CB1) is given by the above
condition then problem PC e¤ectively boils down to problem P4:
Condition (60) implies that the �rms do not share their gains from trade

according to the relative bargaining power. As a result, it does not need to be
the case that both �rms will bene�t from trade even if their bilateral gains from
trade are non-negative, i.e., G��B1(CA1) � 0: Thus, for the trade to take place, it
must be that each �rm derives individual bene�ts from it, i.e., it must be that
uMB� (CA1; CB1) = euMB > uMB and,

G��B1(CA1) �
euMB � uMB

1� �B2
:

Since in case when G��B1(CA1) satis�es (58) ; there exists a solution to un-
constrained maximization (w.r.t. sB1) and the maximand is a quasi-concave
function of sB1; it follows that in optimum GTB2 is binding if and only if:

euMB � uMB

1� �B2
� G��B1(CA1) <

euMB � uMB

(1� �B1) (1� �B2)
:

Taken all together, this implies that the solution to P3 exists if and only if
GTB1 is satis�ed.

D. Proof of lemma 4

Using (18) ; the Lagrange function for P4 writes as follows:

L = e�(wA1;wB) +  �e�(wA1;wB)� �R1

A (wA1;1; wB2)��dB2
�
:
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where  � 0 is the Lagrange multiplier to the NDB2 constraint in P4: Di¤eren-
tiating L w.r.t. wB1 and wB2 yields the following �rst order conditions:

(1 +  )
@e�(wA1;wB)

@wB1
= 0; (61)

(1 +  )
@e�(wA1;wB)

@wB2
�  @�

R1

A (wA1;1; wB2)
@wB2

= 0: (62)

Consider �rst the case when NDB2 is not binding. This implies that  = 0
and, therefore, the solution ( ewB1; ewB2) to unconstrained maximization of e�(�)
and the solution (w��B1; w

��
B2) to constrained maximization of e�(�) coincide, i.e.,

(w��B1; w
��
B2) = ( ewB1; ewB2):

Consider now the case when NDB2 is binding and, therefore,  > 0: De�ne
the functionsW1B (wA1; w2B) andW2B (wA1; w1B) such that w1B =W1B (wA1; w2B)
solves (61) for any (wA1; w2B) while w2B = W2B (wA1; w1B ;  ) solves (62) for
any (wA1; w1B ;  ) : Note that W1B cannot depend on  which implies that the
solutions ( ewB1; ewB2) and (w��B1; w��B2) must lie on the same "reaction curve", i.e.,
it must be that ewB1 =W1B(wA1; ewB2) and w��B1 =W1B(wA1; w

��
B2):

Di¤erentiating (61) w.r.t. wB2 yields:

@2e�(wA1;wB)
@w2B1

@W1B (wA1; w2B)

@wB2
+
@e�(wA1;wB)
@wB1@wB2

= 0:

The assumptions that e�(�) is quasi-concave in wB and that @e�(wA1;wB)
@wB1@wB2

< 0

imply that @W1B(wA1;w2B)
@wB2

< 0: Thus, only two cases need to be considered: (i)
w��B1 < ewB1 and w��B2 > ewB2 and (ii) w��B1 > ewB1 and w��B2 < ewB2:
It su¢ ces to show that the �rst case is impossible. Indeed, any solution

(w��B1; w
��
B2) 6= ( ewB1; ewB2) and such that NDB2 is binding implies that the fol-

lowing two conditions are satis�ed:

e�(wA1;w��
B )� �RA1(wA1;1; w��B2) = �dB2;e�(wA1; ewB)� �RA1(wA1;1; ewB2) < �dB2:

Since the function e�(�) is maximal for ( ewB1; ewB2); then e�(wA1;w��
B ) �e�(wA1; ewB): By assumption A4(iii), �RA1 (wA1;1; wB2) increases in wB2 and,

therefore, �RA1 (wA1;1; w��B2) > �RA1(wA1;1; ewB2) for w��B2 > ewB2: Taken to-
gether this implies that,

�dB2 = e�(wA1;w��
B )� �RA1(wA1;1; w��B2)

< e�(wA1; ewB)� �RA1(wA1;1; ewB2) < �dB2;
which is a contradiction.
Assuming that in optimum NDB2 is binding, denote by (w��B1; w

��
B2) and

(w��0B1 ; w
��0
B2) the solutions to P4 for �dB2 and �d0B2 > �dB2; respectively. Note that

(w��0B1 ; w
��0
B2)must necessarily be such w

��0
B1 =W1B (wA1; w

��0
B2) : SinceW1B (wA1; wB2)

is strictly decreasing in wB2; only two cases need to be considered: (i) w��0B1 <
w��B1 and w

��0
B2 > w��B2 and (ii) w

��0
B1 > w��B1 and w

��0
B2 < w��B2:
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As before, it su¢ ces to show that the �rst case is impossible. Note �rst that
the following condition must be satis�ed:

e�(wA1;w��0
B )� �RA1(wA1;1; w��0B2) = �

d0
B2 > �

d
B2:

Then, the fact that (w��B1; w
��
B2) solves P4 for �dB2 implies that e�(wA1;w��

B ) �e�(wA1;w��0
B ): This is because while solving P4 for �dB2; the point (w��0B1 ; w

��0
B2)

is available while the point (w��B1; w
��
B2) is optimal.

Using assumption A4(iii) that �RA1 (wA1;1; wB2) increases in wB2; one ob-
tains (for w��0B2 > w��B2):

�dB2 = e�(wA1;w��
B )� �RA1(wA1;1; w��B2)

> e�(wA1;w��0
B )� �RA1(wA1;1; w��0B2) = �

d0
B2;

which is a contradiction.

E. Proof of lemma 5

Using (14) and (13) ; it can be veri�ed that,

uR1�� (CA1)� buR1 = �B1

�e�(wA1;w��
B )� (FA1 + SA1)� dA1

�
; (63)

where dA1 is given by (22) : Plugging (63) and (21) into P5 leads to the following
problem:

max
wA1;FA1;SA1

�e�(wA1;w��
B )� (FA1 + SA1)� dA1

��A1
PE

�
�
�MA
1 (wA1;w

��
B ) + (FA1 + SA1)

�1��A1
;

s:t: GT��B1; NEA and NDB1 hold

Note that what matters for the optimum of PE is the sum sA1 � FA1+SA1
rather than the individual value of SA1: This is because both the maximand and
the GT��B1 constraint depend on the sum FA1 + SA1 while neither the NEA nor
NDB1 constraint depends on SA1: Hence, instead of maximizing with respect
to SA1 one can maximize with respect to sA1 and then recover SA1 by setting
SA1 = sA1 � FA1: Two cases need to be distinguished.

Case 1 GT��B1 is not binding

This implies that GT��B1 can be omitted. Unconstrained maximization w.r.t.
sA1 then yields:

sA1 = (1� �A1)
�e�(wA1;w��

B )� dA1
�
� �A1�MA

1 (wA1;w
��
B ): (64)

Substituting the above condition into problem PE gives rise to problem P6:
It is left for the reader to verify that when sA1 is given by (64) and (wA1; FA1) =
(w���A1 ; F

���
A1 ) where (w

���
A1 ; F

���
A1 ) is a solution to P6; the payo¤s of the four �rms

are given by (24)� (27) :
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The solution is valid only if the following two conditions are satis�ed: (i) R1
andMA obtain non-negative gains from trade, i.e., it must be that G���A1 � 0;and
(ii) GT��B1 must be satis�ed. Plugging (64) into (13) and rearranging the terms
yields:

G���B1 =
buR1 � uR1

�B1
+ �A1G

���
A1 � 0 ()

G���A1 � euR1 � buR1

�A1�B1
:

Taken together with G���A1 � 0; the above condition implies that in optimum
GT��B1 is not binding if and only if (23) is satis�ed.

Case 2 GT��B1 is binding

This implies that the following condition must be satis�ed (using (13));

e�(wA1;w��
B )� sA1 �

�
uR1 + euMB +

uMB � euMB

1� �B2

�
=
euR1 � uR1

�B1
;

which yields (using (22)) :

sA1 = e�(wA1;w��
B )�

�
dA1 +

euR1 � buR1

�B1

�
: (65)

Plugging (65) into (63) yields uR1�� (CA1) = euR1 while plugging it into (21)
yields:

uMA�� (CA1) = G��A1 (CA1)�
euR1 � buR1

�B1
;

whereG��A1 (CA1) � �(wA1;w��
B )�dA1: Since uR1�� (CA1) = euR1 while uMA�� (CA1)

is given by the above condition then problem PE e¤ectively boils down to prob-
lem P6:
In contrast to (64) ; condition (65) implies that MA and R1 do not share

their gains from trade according to their relative bargaining power. As a result,
it does not need to be the case that both �rms bene�t from trade even if their
bilateral gains from trade are non-negative. More precisely, (??) implies that
R1 obtains positive gains from trade only if euR1 > buR1 while (??) implies that
MA obtains non-negative gains from trade only if:

G���A1 �
euR1 � buR1

�B1
:

Since in case when G���A1 satis�es (23) ; there exists a solution to uncon-
strained maximization (w.r.t. sA1) and the maximand is a quasi-concave func-
tion of sA1; it follows that in optimum GT��B1 is binding if and only if:

euR1 � buR1

�B1
� G���A1 <

euR1 � buR1

�A1�B1
:

Taken all together, this implies that the solution to P5 exists if and only if
GTA1 is satis�ed.
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